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COGNIT VE STRUCTURES IN HUMAN STORY COMPREHENSION AND MEMORY

Perry W. Thorndyke, Ph.D.
Stanford Univ'ersity, 1975

T.

This research examines' the effects of structure and content variables

in memor and comprehension of prose passages.' The passages utilized repre-

serlt a arge class orsitple narx ive stories containing a.setting, main ,e

. charac roblem to be-solved plot sequence, and,resolution. A proCess

Mod 1. for the comprehension crf these stories is proppsedwhfch assumeS.that
?

if

stor es are encoded in a hierarchical organizational framework ihich reprer.

../e?

sen the abstract structural relationships ofibthq plot. The,implications
/

alt

s

of/the model fOr.the quality and characteristic6 of subjects' memory for
, .

Stories is tested in a series of experiments. In Experiment I,subjects'

recall of a story. was found to lie a funchon of the amount of inherent plot

ructure the story. Experiment II-extended these recall results to dif-
.

10,

/

*

story summarizations froM memory.tended-to emp asize general structural charac-
.. .

teristics rather than specific content. ExpAtirent III tested'the effects of

Brent mVerials and structuring conditions. addition, it was found that
44.

repeated structure and contentinAccessivertories. Both strug,ture and con-
.

tent manipulations significantly influenced recall. Furthermore, repe ting

'story saructure across two passages produced facilitation in recall of the
/.

second passage;. while repeating stor content produced proactive,interfere ce.

1

In Experiment IV..a model, for the use of inferences during story comprehension
-

was tested. The general finding was that false recognition rates for implicit*

. inferences from a story was a function of theplausibility of the inferences'

and, their role as organizing and integrating cievide'g for other information in

the story. -.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

.
. ,

,

The storage and- organization of linguistic'information in human-
.

long-terth methoryhas been' extensively studied by psychologists over the.
,M, .

..

past 50.years. One interest,, property.of this research, is that an in-
, ,

verse relationship exists between the size and complexity of the linguis-

tic unit being studied and the amount ofresearCh devoted to that unit.

Historically, words and lists of words have received the most frequent
.

usage as stimuli,in human memory experiments. Papers.by Underwood (1957),

Tulving 1962), and Murdock (1962) .represent- examples of classic par.a-

..,

digms for_researCh in memory,,for individual words *More recently, a

growing amount of'research..hpsexplored the structural characteristics

of sentential and pfropositional .information in memory'(4.-g., Collins &

QUillian, 1969; Anderson & Bower; 1/973).

While extensive research has studied human memory for words.. and

sentences, relatively little attention has been given to Ailemory for

prosL paragraphs,or stories. This is true despite the fact that, people

typically use memory t comprehend:or recallAnetdotes, stories, or

sequences'of events with situational structure and context,..rather_than.
. .

isolated and'Unrelated sets'of words' or senter.cas/.. A number of factors.

have'infiibited prose research by cognitive psy.,:hologiss. Some of t_Rr

o

factors are'discu sed briefly'bel

4
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'1.1. Constraints in Experimental Methodology

A major roadblocK inhibitingprose research lies in the nature of

.the experimental methodology tradifibnal -ly used by psychologists. Adopt:-

.
ing the scientific method of investigation, researchers design psycholo-

-,

gical experiments tL4t manipulate one Or Afelg variables of interest.

. :

within, a carefully defined range' While holding constant all other vati-

ables.Of the stimuli and experimental context The measurement of behav-

iota" differences forthe various states of the manipulated variable.iS

then assumed to constitute theeffect of that variable on behavior.

Whild this paradigm is mellsuited td disciplines suchs physics

in which universal constants and relatidnships hold regardless of the

experimental manipulations, it prAoene6 at least two problems when
,

applied to psycholinguistic experiments- in which the*pendent variable
.Y.

is human performance. First', human language prooessing is a composite,.

Of 4 highly coffiplex set of interactiveproOesses. The procesb of lan-

.
.

guageooMptehension:often involves the. integration of incoming language
_____. ,!------"'

---,-, .

r"- ,.. .

into the0s1tuationorcontet in which the langua -e---durs (conversation,,

vl
. ,

iiasage'
Cl.

c.) the activation and:use-dI previously7learned'worid know*-
\

4 .

r
,Iledge, the' gerferation,cf erenceS. from the, indoming:language, and the

. , , 1 f . .

generation ofex7rettations about how the iwoming information Is going

.\ . --is..Z.2
i

tot2e--sUbsequently'USed. ,Since.thesd.faCtore influence the process of
\

.00mprehension,. ,it 71...s. usually desirAg.i,$.t&alicifd any - influence of these

.
/

Varlables,On performance Wen Ch'acacteristrcb-Of ,the stimulus materials:
i

., .,.
.

.r, ,- %,

\
-.-

,.N are'beIng studied- as the independent vtFiables. . Researchers have tradi-

., . %
tionalTy minimized eff.(4cts

..

of these prdcedses by Pelectin simple_sets-
v

1

of .stimuli (such as word lists'Or isolated sentences).for-wh h no
. , `:. ,' .- ,

'.*

.0

r . 1:' ^zir ..,.
4

,

:. A.
1

.s., ..'

e . . .... ,
r .

.. ''... ,,, ... , - *. ., .
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context information or reference to world knowledge is available. 'The

use of such "artificialII materials as stimuli allows experimental con-
,

. .

t.rol over vary critical variables such as:the saliencies, acquis1 on

histories and contexts, relative frequencies, and recencies of the items

whose effect are being investigated. Furthermore, limiting the linguis- °

tic complexaY of the material and the meaningfulness of the context in

*

which it is presented minimizes the extent to which individual differ-

ences in processing strategies will influence experimental results.

The use of artificially - constructed, materials, on the other hand, '

is subject to the criticism that the experimental task and mIterials are

too unlike the types of naturalistic language processing that, people r
normally perform. The danger of using artificial materials is that the

nature of the experim eal task may have been sufficiently alteradfrom

normal_comprehensibn situations that a subject wilt resort'to special

'processing strategies Whichtarginyoked only in the experimental setting

'
_

and bear little resemblance ta,"normil"-616-deslnguage procasaing.

Hence, there is some question of the generalizab4itS7-151,exl)erimental

results to.human language processing in general.'

1.2. Demands of. the Processing. Envirpnment

Related to the problem of providing experimental control over sub-

jects it a natural - environment is the issue of selection Of the proces-
k

sillg ask 'Itself. kconsiderable amount of research, primarily by
. 4

educatiOnalpsychOlogists, has demonstrated that,learning,witfi prose

materials defends on variables influencing subjects' approqch to the
6

fliateria ,.- These variables it cIuT e the task which subjects,. reql.fired

'
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to perform, their purpose or goal in reading the material, and the con-
,

straints of the processing environment (e.g., stimulus. exposure time,

depth of processing,/nature Of the required responses, and type 14 in-
.

formation being sought in the Material). Research in this area will be

discussed in*Chapter 2.

A general conclusi9n from this res rch is that behaviors which are

important to learning occur at the time a subject reads a prose passage.
4

'''The processes of encoding the information'ifrom the passage An memory are'
1

Under the control of the.:reader'S goal- directed activities, which arise

asa conseqiience of his eXposuie to the text. Hence learning func-

tion of both text characterisLos and type pf processing activity. Thus

it is possible that modifications in taskexpectations and processing

strategies can pr duce different Xypes and amounts of learning with the

same text.. .In assessiffg the influence of text. characteristics-on

ing, then, it istrItical.to-exert as. much experimental control over

subjects' process'Ing eXpectations as possible while still maintaining a

naturalistic task doMain.

1.3. Complexity of the Stifnulus Environment
A>

A/third reason for the relative dearth'qf research in prose compre-
(

hensiop and memory is the inherent complexity o'f the structural char-

acteristics of text. While a good deaI of research has-documented the

effect of structure variables in word list and, sentence learning,.little

researc\ has investigated the effects of structure variables in prpse

learning!,. This is due, primarily to the inability'of,researchers to, agree

on haw to characterize the structure or content of prose passages. A

ES
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partial list of the variables determining the St ucture,and content of

a prose .passdge would includes its length; topi , plot structure, con-.

creteness, familiarity, of the concepts, nd4../pes of semantic relations.
. ' //

...

While a few researchers have proposed procedures for analyzing, the

structure or'content of a passage,./6e scope of these' procedures has

been confined to a:specific text, small class of texts, or specific

:characteristics of the text. The inherent complexity'of prose passages

makes it difficult, to identify and isolate similarities and differences

ltween
p'asshges, and hence difficult to construct sets of materials

which differ in systeMatically controlled .ways. Furthermore, unless

general, structure and content variables can be identified,the results

obtaihect:from one pdesage.cannot be generalized to. other passages.

1.4. The Measurement of Learning .

------ ,
. .

.

.

A final problem facing. researchers in prose comprehension is how.:

to measure whAt is learned from a text. In.the absence of a cqmprehen-

sive model of text structure and content, the identification of relation-

ships among concepts stated in the text, the structural organization of

the text, and other non-content aspects Of the P assage,isan imprecise

.

enterprisy. Several approaches have been taken to the evaluation of

comprehensioeand learning from prose. Many educators have utilized ,

tests consisting of questions about infOrmation given,in the text to

assesslearning. In psychOlogy, anumber of techniqueiThave been used

to measure'comprehension and learning,including reaction times (Kintsch,

1974), recognition probabilities (BranSford, Barclay, & Franks, 1972;

Sulin & tooling, 1974), and recall probabilities. The most common method

15
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of assessing what subject has learned from -4. passage is to ask for

e*Or serial recall of'the passage: The resulting recall protocqlp
.

.are then scoredto determine the amount of infOrmation recalled from the

original-text. This method presents the probleti of selecting.a unit of

analysis in scoring protocols. While some researchers have used verbatim

recall (using individual 'WordS as the unit of analysis) as a scoring
'0

technique (Lachman & Dooling, 1968; Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Dooling &

Mullet, 1973), this prodedure suffers -from the Weakness that recall of

the actual words and surfa4 structures of a passage may be poor even

when a grea\ deal of information from the passage is remembered. Fur-

thermore, an,analysis sensitilie to only individual words cannot account.
C

, .

for the complexities and effects Of text structure. Other researchers
.

have used larger units of analydis in scoring recall protocols, includ-,,
,--

. . ,

. . , . .

sing 'phrases or 'adea
.
units" (Cofer?

.

''

1941; Johnson, -197,0), deep structure
. .

''
4-

_ .

propositions <Crothersi 19720(intsch, 1974; Meyer', 1974)1, and inferred
..-----7- -- '.

-.semantic and conceptual relations (ldwes,4966; Frederiksen, 1975A/)..

The selection of a unit of Analysis by researchers usually depends qn

the small set of properties of the.text which are being examined experi-

mentally. These variou s analyticmethods will be discussed in. more de-
,

tail in Chapter
,011,

Despite the difficulties, it was the goal oftle research described

here to identify a domain for ttit study of l anguage comprehension and
, -

memory that could be translated-Anto an experimental setting without'

massive perturbations on the normal'Processing requirementd on subjeCts.

it

CI*
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-0
Stories were selected as stimulus mat4ials because, for several reasons,

they offer a potentially.rich domain'for analysis: -

(1) Peopletypically process language units larger than words or

isolated sentences. Studying units the size of stories affords the op-

portunity to examine the processes and structures people use to. com-

prehend and remember linguistic information presented in real-time in

naturalistic contexts.

C.(2) Stories provide a domain with consistent ptructural character-.

istics and constraint's, yet potentially limitless demands on people's

cognitive apparatus as ptovided by the structure, complexity, and content

of the text.. Like sentences, etpxies have their own internal structure.

Although it may not be possiblg to writea complete grammar specifying

all possible story.structures, people have a consistent and correct
, c

.-notion of what is structurally "gramM'atical" or well-formed, and what is

not. An advantage, then, of using-a large, rich,,though structured d

mdin is that it can be' controlled and manipulated expeiimentally without/

giosslY altering the normal processing strategies for language that
,Y

people use

(3) Stories contain bothletructure and content. (These terTsowill
. .

be disCussed in Chapter 3). To a great extent, the structure of a story

may be characterized apartfrom its semantic content, so that- the two

may be manipulated more or less independently. Hence any differential

effects on comprehension and memory for stories due to either structure

or content may be isolatedivd independently assessed. °

1
A precise definition of the term "story," as it is used in this

research, will be presented in Chapter 3. .*

17
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A

The research reported here explores 'the effects of bath structure

and content.variables in stories on comprehension and memory of simple.
1

pl'ose "stories." A process model for the comprehension of thes..e stories

will be proposed, and the implications of the model ffir the quality and,

chaecteri,stics,of subjects' merhory for the.stories will be tested in a

series of8experiments.

O

41k
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CHAPTER 2 .

BACKGROUND IN PROSE COMPREHENSION AND MEMORY

S,

Most recent' research on memory for prose has focus0 on one of

9

three general areas. The first area examines the influence of the rearP-

er's goals and processing activitieson comprehension and memory, and

emphasizes characteristic's of the comprehender during learning. The

second area of *research has explored the effects of various character-

istics of content on memory. The third broad area of research has been
to

devoted. to the analysis of prose structure and the attempt to account

for learning of a text as a functionof various structure.variables.

These research areas will be considered individually:

.2.1. Researeh on Task Variables

A frequently-studied phenomenon,ill.prose processing is.the'change
.

.

in the amount,and typeoftearning which occurs, under conditions of in-

structional variation. A commonly-repotted result of such researcLia--
.

.1
.

, . 4

. .

that the amount of learning from prose depends on the processing con-
-

straints of the task imposed by the experiMenter through his learning

instructions .(Frase, 1969a, 1969b, 1973a, 1975)'and the subjects' goal.

or.purpose in reading the,material (Frase,.1971, 1973b). The way in

which these variables affect subjects' recall of local semantic rela-

tions among concepft in a text has been studied by Frederiksen. (1975a;

1975b). He presented a texttb.subjects whose purpose was .eithet to

recall. the text or to work on solutions to the problems poSed by the

text in addition to recalling it. Frederiksen found that overall recall

of concepts and relations of the two groups was comparable, but that the

1 9
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group engaged in problem solving produced more inferred concepts and
4h

.relations in their recalls. Frederiksen's analysis'of the concepts and

° relations in, his tgxt dealt only with information'expressed as a set of

conceptual clasges connected by set relations. No attempt was. made to

consider the inherentnarraAve structure of the passage, or to study

the effects on learning due to altering passage content,

Frase (1975) has argudd that it is Very-difficult, if not mpassi--

ble, to induce clear-cut learning effects baser upon chan es in text.

characteristics. He reported-gS dence for this claim a series of

experiments in which subjects read at a fixed rate,short passages.con-

taining descriptions of a fictional country. Embedded in the middle of

each passage were'three sentences ..containing either unrelated, class-
-6

inclusion, or temporal-relation information. 'Subjects hadbeen'4
structed and trained prior trrthe experiment in evaluating and learning

all of the inferences implied: by the class- inclusion and temqoralH

relation'sentences. The dependent measure of interests was recall On a-,;

,sentence completion test of information from the sentences preceding

and folloWing the experimentally controlled "target" sentences. In the

first experiment Frase obtained' a significant interaction between, type

'of "taget" sentence and location of the` test sentence (preceding or

following the target sentences).
9
When the. sentence tested preceded the

target sentences,theng was,no.difference in recall level. When the test .

sentence &Wowed the.target sentences,recall was 23%rbeiter for the

indqendent!targets than for 'thy. complex relational targets.: In'=adother

experiment, Fraselwas unable to, replicate these differences. In a third,

r 4
experiment he allowed subjects unlimited reading time and found.no

,
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differences a recall.. From these data Frase.:concluded that the,amount.
,;ri.., 6o),.... .

of Wapilation\people can learn from a text, is Unaffected by the char-
=.,,, .4-,!

-; :,,,,
,

,, .

acteristiCs and, processing requirements of the text.

Several criticisms of Frase'smethodolcigy cast severe doubt or. his

general conclusions. First, the passages used in Frase's experiMent

were short descriptive paps containingstative propositions about a

single fictional-country. There was nd narrative event information or

).,plot sequence that required the integration of all information in an or-

ganizing.superstructure. To a great elitent, then, the set o'f facts ,pre-
,

o"sented by the text were somewhat independent, with integration of infar-
.

mation being required only, to .establish continuity in intaxsententiar

nominal and pronominal reference.' ThUs it mightl'reasonablybe Apected
/

that comprehension of.Frase'stext would require.only minimal trans-

sentential
.

integration, and hence -not place difficult processing demands
,

on the, reader.

Second, the processing required for the "complex relational" sen-

teuces was actuall? quite minimal'. °Subjects were required only to es7

tablish a transitive encoding of three events (related; temporally), or

concepts (related superardinately)., Subjects had been urvioUsly in-

structea otehow to draw the required inferent-,s and had,rieeived

ticetrials. Furthermore, the three target sentences always' appeared

,
together at the same location in each text, so, the subjects

t

could anti-
. .

.

. .
.

.

.

.
..

., .

lipate their octurrentm. Thus the retetive simplicitY of this task makes, 4.

it doubtful that theiprocepsing requirements would severely interfere

with comprehending and remembering the other sentences. of the passage.

This, would certainly be6expeated to be true in the case in which subjects

21
r.
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were allowed unlimited reading,time, as was provided in one of Frase''s
/-

,experiments. It seems clear, then, that Frase's general conclusion

that learning is unaffected by text cannot be accepted

on the basis of these data.
.

,

The,research conducted4by Frase,
9

Frederiksen, and othe.r(eddcatiddal.
f .k

' .! 1:

psychologists is exemplary of an approach to human prose learning that

a 1

primarily emphasizes the characteristics of the compreAender -rather than

the characteristics of the etxt. The justification f this,emphasis,

as argued by Rothkopf (1972), relies ontile observation that the sub-

ject's "activities" when studying wraitten,text determine to.a very

?ortah degree the-dature of the internal representation of the text.
7

ThisAep, entation, .0 turn, determines what is learned. The claim,

then, is that,the most important source of prediction about' learning is

the analysis 67 the subject's-activities;Oile hejs exposed, to the

text, and-pot t analysis of the structure of the text.

7-s, It would, of course,-be foolish to asgsert that learning of prose

is unaffected by the active processing decisions of the cemprehender.

Hoyever, the denial of any influence of text organization on comprehen-
,

sibility and learning is an indefensible position for any reasonable

definition of "compreheiision."
!

In the most general terms, comprehension

of linguistic,information must involve establishing syntactic and semen-
,

9c relationships among the linguistic elements in the incoming stream,

identifying (a context within4hich the incoming information is consis-
.

tent, integrating the information, into existing memory-by ,treating ap-
.

propriate memory structures and internal representations, and implicitly

evaluating the incoming information on some dimension (truth-validgy,
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grammaticality; meaningfulness, well-for medness, etc.). It is obvious

that many.cbaracteristics of text structure will influence the effi-

ciency and, success of these processes. A subjec't will bettev4comprehend

a. simple 1000-word fairy tale, on any of the criteria of comprehension

given above, than hp will-the same text with the'ilidividdal
R.-

domly.arranged, There is no d=oubt that th.$ tdvities Of the subject in

.studying and attempting to comprehend the two texts would be vastly dif,7

ferefit, and these-differences would be due precisely ed. the different

text structures. To attribute most learning differences in prose pro -

tessing studies to different subject activities rather thanto struc -

tural differences in the material is to disregard the, fact that compre-

hension consists largely in subjects' attempts to 'match featdres of the

text structure to prototypical internal, representations of knowledge

and structure. Insofar as processing activities of subjects are(itered

cuith different .stimuli these alterations are,often dictated liythe

structural idiosyncrasies of thd:material and subjects'_attempts to

match the 'perceived atructure, of the material with a meaningful, inte-

grated representation in memory.

The ev-i -dence supporting Rothkopf's position is a set of studies

exploring effects Oftext-complexityand readability on learning (Frase,

1975; RAhkopf; 1972; Rlare: 1963). The central restlt of these studies

is that sentence complexity and lexical variables such as frequency. of
/

use have small effects on what is ldained from text by-adults when study

time is unlimited. However-the conclusion that-structural features of
_

text play almost no role in learning does not follow from this result.

In factKintsth .(.974) has.shown that study time is a sensitive depend-.

2



ent mea sure in the comprehension of texts of varying complexity. By
N.

allowing subjects.unlimited. study time, the experimenter guarantees

14

a

Comprehension will in fact occir. The actual time required by subjects

for Study willf'predictably,be shorter for simple texts at-1d longer for

complex ones. So, for example,°if we allow enough study time, a subject

attemptiiig to "comprehend" the 1000-word.randomized fairy tale will do

so by memorizing the words on the list according to some subjective

chunking scheme., On the other hand, subjects learning the 1000-woid

fairy tale in its normal form will do so by utilizing knowledge of pro-
.

\totypical fairy tales and Arrative discourses to encode the various

events of the story. To characteriie the differences between. these tasks

SolelY,as d,l'Unctionof the subjects' activities and not as.a fUnction

of text structure is clearly to-misuse'the concept of "comprehension."

2.2.. Research on Content, Variables

Most of the recent research in experimental psychology on, memory

fors prose has xharacterized subjects' memory for text as.a function of

content rather than structure. In Articular,. such research haeexamined

the effect's of variables in recall of, connected discourse;that.have-been

demonstrated to, be effective predictors of recall of unrelated, word

lists. 4'large number of studies; for example, has demonstrated that

ts- the imagery value of a word-is an effective predictor of the probability

of\recall 6f-that word from'a prose passage (Yuille & Paivio, 1969;

philipchalk,,1969; Paivio, 1971;4orris & Reid, 1972;DeVilliers, 1974).

Similarly, other researchers have examined, the influence of aerial .

position of information on recall of that information from prose.

24
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,Significant effects o serial position,,particularly_primacy effects, ,

have been reported by SoMe researchers (Prase, 1969; KirScher, 1971;

: Deese & Kaufman, 1957). However:, other researchers have found no ef-

fects on recall due to serial position.(Richardson & Voss, 1960; .De-.

Villiers, 1974), Meyerand McConkie 01973) provide a FASOnable explana-

ion for this contradiction by noting that serial poSaionl can easily be

confounded with the structural' character of a passage, :Mose passages

producing primacy effects in'recall are passages in which 'the important -

structural ideas are presented in the early sentences. Meyer and Mc-
,

Conkie'demonstrated that structural importance of.the-ideas in a passage

accountedfor most of the effects prev-iously attributed to serial poSi-

The Meyer and McConkiestudy pointS
'

k

to the critical - geakness Of

much past research In prose memory. Prose differs from word lists, not

0

only in synlactic complexity'but in its inherent organizational structure

dictated by literary conventions of plot, theffie, topic, and 'context.

To.avoid study Of the effect of these factors on prose memory is to ig-

nore the differences between prose and word lists. Ay adequate account-

ing of memory far pro§e cannot ignore the effects of structure in the

material on comprehension and recall.

2.3. Research on Structure Variables'

,
Although most investigators studying,pfose Memory,haveattempted v.

.
,

.
. .

\.

toto generalize the results,of list learning to prose material, a'few'have\
% 4

addressed tile issue of the influence of prose stiuctufeon memory. Vir-
.

d°
tually all ciT these studies have discussed structure in a. general

!

non-
.

O
r,

25
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spec-if* wa or have used as meadures of structure normatively-deter-
'

mi4ed mea es of "';importance" or "centrality'sof specifiesentences.

One ofthe earliest studied of memory for prose was reported by BarUett

.(1932),who described anecdotally the types of'information recalled by

subjects from a passageat various ,intervals of delay:. His characteri-

-zation of recall patterns assumed involved the recon-
,

struction of ideas 1.11 memory 'from, a few details and an 7organized array

of information, or schema. He claimed that new information Was asoimi-
p

a N.

lated,tinto existing thema and, by and, large, lost its particular sUr-'

Jade identy: Bartlett used4thiS explanation to account. for the iAnac-

curate'and,tastorted nature of the recall protocols he obtained from
.

7kt,,i subjects. % I

c''f . ' '
- ;

Mbre recOnt.inVestigator, oOf recall,fromprdse save attempted to o

, . - '...

, .
.

t..

elaborate.'and furtherspeqify BateleCt's no4ons. In do doing, research:- .

.

t r
-

. ,------- 1 .
.

er'''have proposed numerous measures of memory,. several terms far=de-
'

-,. '.:- .
., I, ' '

scribing biglnizing structure, and virtually:netheOrieS of what.the;

k* , T V .:

4 . )
structure actually is. Pompi'apd 'Lachman K1967);and Lachman and DoolingI

J 0 1 ..5 1.fi 'A ;,

A ,(1908) presented subjects with 'stories which mene either in.their prbper
. -

. .

.

order or, had the woNs randomly arranged. On a recognl.tion test, sub-..
. .

jects-who had roceived'storiesin-the prose form pro.duced thematic.re-
' -

.
cognition errors. ForexamPle, if "cannon" and 'general" had been pre-

, ",'
- ,..

sent in-the original passage, subjects.. might, false alarm to having seen
,- . .

,..

"rifle" and "colc- ifiel%." The researchers'conclusioa was tha t the.ftleaning

or a discodrse is stored as...."surrogate structures" cOnsistingAf themes,

images,orschematz, and that lexical association to this stru6alie may
4 r, . r.

occur during the retrieval of words. Another.study (Sulin & Dooling,
o

2



1974) demonstrated this' intrusion of thematic "ideas" using biographical

:passages about either. a famous fictitious person. (e.g.'AddlIf Hitler

vs, Gerald,Martin). It was found that passages with a famous main char-
.

acter produced more fluse recognitions of sentences' that' were themae-

jelly related to the passage. These resitilts supported Bartlett's ori-
.

ginal hypothesis that prose passages are stored in schematic form and

are assimilated into other knowledge about the theme over time.

Another measure of the effects of prose theme on memory has been

recall of individual words (Dooling & Lachman, 1971Tooling & Mullet,

1973; Lachman'& Dooling, 1968). Vague and abstract- stories were pre-
,

sented to subjects either with or without the story title, Presentation

of the story title provided an otganizing theme which enabled subjects
?

to assign the proper referential contexts to concepts in the passage

that otherwise seemed obseure. Free recall for words of the story was

found to be better when the organizing theme (the title)`was given than

when it was omitted.

Johhson,(1970) divided Bartlett's "'War of the Ghosts" story into

"linguistic subunits ", determined by acCeptablepause locations duririg

reading. To determine an index of the importance of idea to the pas7

sage, he had subjects rate the centrality or importance of individual

subunits,to the larger prose passage. This structural importance measure

prediCtea the probability of recall of the Units,on a free recall task.

That'is, units with high structural importance scores were bettet re-

called than those with loW scores.

Kintsch (1974) has extensively studied the effectif text charac-

teristics on memory. This research has been primarily ,,coLicerned with

\ 2
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the development of a forMal representation for the meaning of. texts which

could serve as a basis for psychological experimentation. Kintsch de-"
.

fines the unit of representatidn, the proposition, as an N-tuple of eon-
,

cepts consisting of a predicate and its N-1 arguments. He represents an

entire text as an ordered list of prqpositions composing a connected

graph structured solely by means of a repetition rule. According to the

-theory, the same argument in successive propositions give6 continuity to

the text base by linking together the propositions with shared argumenti.

'Argument repetition, then, is the only determinedf the underlying re-

pTesentatidi of text structure:

veryWhile Kintsch's representation is adequate for representing yery

short, simple sets of propbsitions, it krovideano conceptual mechanisms

for the representation or integration of the inferential information com-

mon to most narrative discourses. In patticular, Kintsch's texts con-
.

tained only descriptive, statiye propositions, or a few events temporally

ordered according to'his structuring rule of argument repetition. Most

commonplace narrative discourses contain additional structuring in the

plot sequence involving'problems'facing a character, intent and motiva-

tion in actions, and some compaiison of event outcomes to the initial

problem. Such narrative dependencies among propositions, which are 4.7

ti cal elements in the structure of more Complex stories, cannot be repre-

sented in Kintsch's model.

In addition to arguing for the formal adequacy of his propositional

representation, Kintsch attempted to shaw.that his representation pre-

dicta experimental data. He reported a number of experiments inwhich

&and explained by the model. In one experimentthe result
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(Kintsch & Keenan, 1973; Kintsch, 1974, Chapter 6), the reading time for

texts of controlled word lengths increased with the nubber,of.underlYing',

propositions in the text. In addition, the position of a proposition in

the hierarchical representation of the text predicted the probability of

recall of that-proposition when subjects reproduced the tex from memory-.

The higher propositions in the hierarchy were better recalled than those'

propositions occurring lower in the hierarchy. In another experiment,

Kintsch showed that sentences controlled for number of content words

were recalled as a unit better if they were composed of a single under-,

lying propOsition'than if they were composed of two or three propositions.

All of these results were taken as evidence for the psychological reality

of the propdsition as the unit of analysis.

One difficulty with these experiments is the confounding of struc-

ture and content in contrasting sentences in ;different conditions. When

comparisons were made between reading time or recall of sentences of dif-
,

ferent propositional composition, or between recall of propositions from

different locations in the underlying hierarchy, these comparisons were

invariably between propositions with entirely different content. For

example, Kintsch compared recall of the sentences,The policeman issued

the driver a summons and The crowded passengers squirmed uncomfortably

(Kintsch, 1974,Chapter 7). Kintsch assumed these sentences are insome

sense equivalent, because each contains four content Words': Kintsch's

analysis, however, represents the first sentence ac one proposition and

the second sentence as three propositions. The fact tint the Second sen-
.

tence was recalled leas frequently than the first was taken as, evidence
,.

for the correctness of the proposed underlying repreientation.

29
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The problem with this analysis is that it is highly questionable

whether the two sentences are controlled for all important variable.p ex-

cept the underlying number of propositions. The first,sentence contains

as itssuntent.words three nouns and a'verb, while the second sentence

contains, a noun, 'a verb, an adjective, and an adverb. These content

words serve different grammatical functions in the, two sentences: In

addition, adjeCtives, verbs, and advebs tend to be less 6magable than

nouns and thus probably harder to recall (Paivio, 1971). FurthtfMore,

differences in the imagery value of the verbs (e.g., between issued and

squirmed) can have a sidlificant.influence on sentence recall '(Thorndyke,

1975). Thus, the confounding of thest intra-sentence variables with

number of underlying 'propositions seems to render Kintsch's conclusions

e:extremely tenuous.

Anothei uncontrolled factor in Kintsch's designs is the situational

context inwhich the to-be-:recalled sentences appear. Sine& the se'n-,

tenceS are embedded in a coherent text, a Critical part of the.compre-

hension process must invave the identification situation or con-.
. .

...._
.

,

text that. provides information used-in-estahlishing inter-sentential

--------.
.

.

connections. The extent to which a sentence is cons ent-with or cri-
I

tical in the established or expected context is a factor influencing the

memory for that sentence (Bransford & Johnson, 1972). Additional evi-

donee for this fact will be presented in Chapter 8. Kintsch proVides no

metric for determining inter-Sentential relation, except bx the argument

repetition rule. Even inhere, Kintsch offers no assurances tha his, test

sentences indifferent conditions were controlled for types-of inter:

sentential argument repetition.
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In the experiments reported in the following chapters I have at-
.

tempted to avoid these methodological pitfalls by distinguishing the

structure and content of a text': When the effects of varying structure

in the material are being tested, die content he material across

_ ?
conditions is controlled by using the identical surface forms in all

conditions. In those cases in which slight alterations in the surface

_forms were required in order to produce structural chained, the affected

words or phrases did not enter into'the scoring 'criteria for recall.'

Hence measurement of the dependent variable occurs across only those

stimuli with identical propositional content,in the different conditions.,

This procedure insured that a pure measurenf structural effects could'.

he obtained. In addition, it allawtd the independent assessment Of the

effectd of structure And content on, memory for stories in, a paradigm

manipulating both variables orthogonally (see Chapter 7):

In addition to Kintsch, other investigattirs have used'"propositions"

as their unit of,analysis 'in prose passages (Dawes, 1966; Frederiksen,

.

-19,72; Crothers, 1972; Meyer, 19740 Each of these researchers has pro-

, posed an elaboiate scoring. scheme for performing a precise analySis of

the.canceptUal and relational content of propositions recalled in text-

learning experiments. While .these attempts to analyze prose have recog-

razed the existence nf1nrganizational structure in prose and its influ-

ence on recall, these analyses are .still very - content- dependent: That

is, the structures'intnwhich the prose is' analyzed do not depend on

any nonlinguistic assumptions shout the way prose is organized, but are

tailored to accommodate the specific information'of a passage. For sex-

ample,- Dawes and Frederiksen analyzed,their text only. for the underlying

31
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class-inclusion relations among the concepts of the passage., Their ,

analysis scheme, could not r6present characteristics of topicalizatioh

or, event structure. So, for example, the relationships among concepts

as represented in FrederikSen's syStem would be. unaffected by randomiz-

ing the cider of sentences in the text. -While such a randomization.

would not affect the semantic relationships among the cenepts in the.

text, it would result in a virtually incomprehensible and nonsensical

passage. Thus it. seems clear that important elements of text structure

are ignOred by this analysis scheme.

SiMilarly, the hierarchical representation structures of Crothers

(1972), Kintsch (1974), and Meyer (1974) are unable to represent complex

structural Characteristics of text. The hierarchical rigure of the un-.

derlying representation comes about merely as a result of subsuMing un-

der a concept node sequentially-occurring propositions about that con-

cept. The role of an individual propoaitiqn in the text is defined as

a function of its topical referent and argument repetition, and not with

.

respect to its function the general structural framework of the pes-
o

sage. During comprehension, then, the underlying structure is built by
',.,:. ..

simply connectinka. new prOPosition to the hierarchyof previously-
4

i

comprehended old onesby establishing which concept or argument was.re--
F.

treated in the new proposition. Hence there is no mechanism forthe pre-

,/

.diction or expectation of future stiuctural-elements in the passage ont. t

*th:e basis of a known, generalized, context-free structural framework.

Such a .representation may Wadequate for descriptive passages, consist -

ing primarily of stative propositions abouta topic with few or no even*

. . . . . ,

sequences. However-, it is inadequate for the identificati n of,implicit

32
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causal relations, underlying goals, and character motivations that are

important partsof the comprehension process, for narrative stories.

Much of the work attempting to identify general lorganizational

.structures in prose has been conducted in linguistics. This work has

centered on the examination of the structural composition of folktales.

,../The most influential work in this area was done by Propp (1958), who

attemptedto identify the morphology of folktales by characterizing

fUnctional relationships among .the characters. These functional units
,

specify abstract relationships occurring innumerous folktales as se-
,

quences of actions but are independent of the particular tharacters in

the folktale. For' example, some of the functions occurring in many

folktales inclUde'VIllainy (by an evil force), 'Departure r.(by the hero

Struggle (betweqn the hero and the evil force), and Victory (by the'

hero). These functional relationships are content-free in that,they may

occur among many different characters in many different stories. Ac.--

cording to Propp, these functions constitute the Structural components

of a folktale, and the number of known functions is limited:

. ti
More recent research has continued the attempt to isolate struc-

tural components of a story or narrative that are independent of any

particular pasSage (Colby, 1972;Lakoff, 1972; Rumelhart, 1975). This

attempt to specify grammars for narratives is analdgous to Fillmore's

(1968) case analysis for sentences. Each story contains a well-defined

set of structural'units or roles that are filled by particular charac-
,

ters or actions. One of the'goals of the research presented here is to

demonstrate that adults have this structure for simple narrative stories

stored in memory.' Other knowledge may pertain more generally to the

33
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structure of event sequences in anarratiVe. Insofar as people are able,

to identify a particular story as an example of a general, learned or-

ganizationalframework, they 'use that fiamework to comprehend and en-
,'

,code the information'in a particular story. The research presented here

attempts to demonstrate that such general structures are used by people

; .

during comprehensions and recall of stories as a6technique fOr improving

memory. The analysis of structure intentional* bypasses a detailed

micro -level analySis,of the content Of,individual propositions. Rather,

the .purpose of this' research is to explore how common features Of nar-

rative text organization influence recall of entire propoSitions and

sets. of propositions. 'It is claimed that this approach does not sacii-
.

(

fice. analytic power'but is merely a consequence of focusing on text

macro - structure and organization rather than on relations among indiVi-.

dual sentential components.

$

a
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.(CHAPTER 3

AREPRESENTATION FOR STORIES IN MEMORY

Whenever a
/
theory of language representation is' proposed for some.

subset-of a language, a number of theoretiCal issues4must be addressed'.
T

One of the main probleMs facing the theory is the demonatration of the

adequaCyArRd-completeness of the proposed formalism as a base for'nat-*

urarlanguage. Whatever the ,proposed represefitation, it must be able

to encode all the information and knowledge that can be exkessed in,

the surface structure: Using the sentences as the unit of analysis,

linguists, computer scientists, and psychologists hayeexplored this

problem extensively. The result of this research has been the proli-
5

feration of models for language representation utilizing both formal

logic (Raphael, 1968; Keenan, 1974van Dijk, 1973b; Siippes, 1973) and

semantic models more or less disregarding formal logic (Quillian;

1968; Rumelhart,,Lindsay, &.Norman, 1972; Schank, 1972; Winograd,

1972; Anderson & Bower, 1973; Kintsch, 1974). Given the tremendous

'complexities and subtleties inherent' in language, and the'vast amount

of knowledge required to express the syntactic, semantic, pragmatic,

and inferential dependencies of a.langpage, it is clear that no model

r
can'achieve complete expressive power. Researchers have circkmvented

8

this fact by. either severely limiting the knowledge domain spanned by,

the model (e.g., QUillian, 1968; Winograd1972) or by constraining

, . 0 . .

the model to specific.types of processing tasks (e.g, Raphael, 1968;

Anderson & BoWer, 1973).'

Consistent with this tradition, the model of storygrammar and

3 5
°
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comprehension presented here is not intended to be comprehensive or

Rather, an attempt will be made to model. the structure -andcomplete.

contentffbf

are numer

process

. of sto

propos

on wh

a particular class.of narratIke disCourses, for which there

ous commonly-occurring exemplars in many languages. .A' simple

model fbr,theyay ig which people make use of the consistencies

ry structure during comprehension and memory encoding will be

ed.. The' mode,:: of structure. and prpcessing will then form a basis

ich predictions can be made fot subjects'. behavior on a variety of

story comprehension and memory tasks.' The adequacy of,the model will

° thu

ch

me

s be demonstrated in its ability to account for human performance

aracteristics obtained in relatively naturalistic processing environ-
,

nts. While sidestepping the issue of completeness, then it is the

goal of this research to demonstrate the adequacy of the model. in ac-

counting for the processes of comprehending and remembering stories,
. ,

and to investigate the variables influencing the efficiency of these

t

processes.

A second. major Challenge face, byresearchers in language repre-
:.

sentation-islthe translation problem. This, probleth consists in the

specification of the formal procedures that parse surface structures

,
into the encoded representation and/or generate linguistically-correct

'surface forms from the underlying conceptual structures. A significant

amount of.wOrk on .irtifiCial intelligence has addressed thig problem.

The number of issues arising in the construction of such a system for

o
story comprehension would in themselves easily occupy an entire thesis'

effort. 14hile this would be a useful endeavor, it IS not the focus of

this research-and will be circumvented here. Instead, thg starting

.36
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point has been to assume the existence of these underlyingrepresenta-.

tions and processing strategies, and to demonstrate thatpeople do in
/-

fact use the structures and processes to derive the surface structures

'reconstructively during recall. The evaluation of the correctness of

the 'model. of story representation and comprehension, then, will depend

'not on
.

a demonstrable computer program for simulation of these pro-

cesses, but rather on the ability of predictions of the .model to ex-

' plain the obtained{ xperimental 'data.

3.1. Type of Storiesv

For the purposes of this paper, it will be useful to distinguish

mnong,three types of prose passages. These passages vary in the

amount and type of structural organization present in or identifiable,

from the text. These passage types are listed and described below.

-DESCRIPTION. A description is a connected discourse consisting
-

of a set of stative propositions or isolated actions that provide a.

description of atopical concept, The sentences of a description obey

the normal conventions for a connected discourse ,`such as topic con-

tinuity and clarity of nominal and pronominal refeKentes.' The infor-

mation contained in the passage is.essentially a set of facts,.pre7

sented as one might describe the objects in a painting or explain an

abstract concept. That is, the' description contains little or no

temporal or causal continuity among propositions. ,For example,, the

following excerPr is taken from Crothers (1972):

A nebula is any heavenly body which. glows and has
relatively fixed location in space and looks fuzzy
or nebulous, There. are-ipro kinds or nebulae.. One

kind is the nebulae outside dur own galaxy. The
. ,

ones outside Qur,galaxy are composed of stars.

87
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Thus theEke nebulae are called Galaxy Nebulae..
Galaxy Nebulae appear in clusters of.from 2 to
30 galaxies .. . .

Researchers have most frequently used paspages of this type as

stimuli in.prose.learning experiments. It may be noted that the struc-

ture of the description derives exclusively fromthe,suctessilie attri-

bution of properties or statements of single events about the focal',

concept.

NARRATIVE. A narrative passage is a connected discourse depict-
.

ing a set-of temporally-sequenced events that are related within a

unifying context. The sequence.pf events may describe or imply local

causal constraints that interrelate events' in the sequence., In addi-
'

tion to sequentially-occurring events, the narrative may contain in

the text gtative predictions or other descriptive information. The

`,narrative differs. from the descriptfon, however, in the-structure pro-

vided by, temporal and Causal links among events in the passage. The

followirk text. is' an example of a narrative-passagemsed in. a 'pros.e

comprehenSion.experiment by Kintsch (1974):,

A carelessly discarded burning cigarette started
a fire. The fire destroyed .many. acres of virgin
forest. ,

The events described in this narrative are related by to oral'ane

causal relationships which determine their order of ocCuy4nce.' While

the propositions in a description. may often be presented' in ny order

while maintaining a coherent and well-structured passage,.!th, temporal.-
/ a, %.

A and Causal structure of a narrative event sequence'detertille to a

great extent the presentation order of the events. ,COnsi/ the fol-

lowing shoit narrative'taken from Rumelhart (1975):

q8,



'Margie was holding tightly fo the long.string on
her beautiful balloon. SUddenly, a gust of wintia,00°.

caught it. The wind carried it into a tree. It

hit a.branch and burst. Margie, cried and cried.

29

The sequence of eventS in this narrative are fixed 'by the temporal
,

and causal relations among them. If the sentences of the narrative

were reordered randomly the. passage would be nonsensical. Thus the

structure providedby event sequencing introduces an additional level

of structural constraintto narratives which is not provided in decrip-

tions.

STORY. The term story is used here to refer to 04 class of'nar=

1
rative passages having a simple plot structure in addition to the teM7

The, plot structure of the sto-
,

poral and causal narrative structure.

ries used here consists of a setting,

which is stated near the beginning of

a goal or problem-solving theme

the passage, an episode 'sequence

which. consistsof attempts to achieve the goal,' and a resolution of the

problem. The addition of plot structure to a-passage involves the

identification of a main character( s), the attribution of intent and

motivation to the, actions of the main Character; and the occurrence of

a succession of events revolving around the character's attempt to

achieve the goal. Theantroduction of the elements of.ptoblem-salving

,and actor intent into the story provide an additional level of:organi-

zational structure not present in a narrative.

This simple'plot framework is exemplified in-numerous familiar,

real-world situations. Far example, -the structure of anecdotes
,

'tele-

visioniAramas, cultural folktales, a childienis stories all conform

to this general framework for
%

plot structure. Several researchers
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'have provided a detailed specification of the.plot structures for vari-.

Ous colleCtions of cultural folktales, including Russian folktales

(Propp, 1958;Lakoff, 1972), Eskimo folktales (Colby, 1972), and. Aesop's

Fables (Rumelhart, 1975). However, in contrast to the fiequent usage

-

of descriptions as stimuli in prose learning experlments, little atten-
.

tion has,been. given to, the influence of the structural characteristics

of stories on comprehension and memory. Bartlett (1932) used a story
.

as the stimulus in. his memory experiment, but he Characterized his re-

call data In a non-specific, general manner, and Made nq.attempt to

give a detailed structural analysis of the passage.: Johnson's (1970)

analysis of Bartlett's story identified linguistic, not structural

of the passage. $chank (1970' Provided a structural analysis of

,Bartlett'sstory that he claimed predicted certain specific fe es of

the recall protocols obtained originally. by Bartlett. Rumelhart (1975)'

has attempted a more general approach toy lot.analysi's in specifyinga

grammar of 'stories that he applied in the analysis of several of Aesop's

Fables. This analysis foims the .basis for a proposed set of suMmariza-
.

2.
tion rules that allow condensation of theoriginal text into a . summary

or precis of the Original text. The application of these ih_es to

semantic structures generated by the story,is claimed to produce sum -

maries corresponding to those provided by subjects summarizing the ori,-

ginal story from memory.,.

One common characteristic of this research with stories is that

the effects of- structure on'memory were observed only with'the,use,of

Well-structured stories. If the identification and encoding of plot

structure is an effective, organizational strategy during comprehension,
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then it should be possible to disrupt comprehension by altering the

structure of the stories in systematic and controlled ways. Experiments

I and II consider this hypothesis in detail.

3.2.' The. Analysis of Structure:. Story Grammar

This section outlines a grammar of stories that provides a repre-

sentational framework f6r the passages used in Experiments I - III.

The grammar is similar,-though not identical, to one suggested by

Rumelhart (1975). The grammar assumes that stories have several unique

parts that are conceptually separable, although in most stories the

parts are rarely explicitly partitioned and are usually identified in-
.

ferentially by the reader. The grammar consists of a set of produc-

tions providing the rules of the narrative syntax,. and is independe

of the linguistic content of the story. The successive applicatio

these productions it. generating a representation of a story results in

a hierarchical structure that.has as intermediate nodes abstract con
,

cepts referring to structural elements of the plot and as terminal nodes

actual propoSitions from the story._ Th'e rules of the grammar are given
5

in Table 1.

Rule 1 provides the top-level structure for stories. The symbol

"+" indicates. the combination of elements in sequential order. fne re-

quisite components of all stories are Setting, Theme, Plot, and Resolu-

tion. The, Setting information in simple stories appears at the begin-
),

ning of thepassage. It usually consists of one or a few sentences

containing stative propositions establishing the overall context for

the story. In addition to introducing the characters, the setting sets

.ti
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Table 1

Grammar Rules for Simple Stories

Rule NdVer Rule

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

ft5)

(6)

(7)

(8)'

(9)

(10)

STOR'

SETTING

THEME

PLOT

EPISODE

ATTEMPT

OUTCOME

. ,

RESOLUTION

SUBGOAL
GOAL

1

CHARACTERS
LOCATION)

TIME

---> SETTING + THEME 4: PLOT + RESOLUTION

- -> CHARACTERS + LOCATION + TIME

---> (EVENT)* + GOAT:

---> EPISODE*

---> SUBGOALI + ATTEMPT* + OUTCOME

*---> '{
EVENT*°
EPISODE

VENT*
--->

{STATE

---
EVENT

. {STATE

---> DESIRED STATE

---> STATE
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up the global constraints of the'story (see Rule 2). These include

time context (e.g., 17th century, last week, anytime, timeless), loca-

tion context (e.g., on an island, "in a far away land,"'somewhere on

\
the English-speaking part of garth), and reality assumptions for the

I.

story. The reality assumptions for,.adtory area the subset of facts

about 'the universe assumed true in the story. For example, in a

science - fiction story, virtually any fact or law may be violated;

fairy tale; dragons and witches may exist and animals may talk and

n a

think. In a newspaper story, the laws, of physics and facts In semantic

memory are assumed to be true.

The Theme of the story is the general focus to which the subse-

quent plot adheres. It is often'a stated orjmplied goal.for the main

.

character to achieve. Several types of goals may serve as themes for

.simple st ories, including:

(a) Removal of an obstacle preventing the status quo. For
example, after the frog was changed.back into a prince,
he and the princess lived happily ever after.

(b) Fulfillment of,a desire. Forexample, the goal of the
Old Farmer story (see Appendix Ia) is to get,the donkey
into the shed. The goal of the Circle Island story
(see Appendix ITO is tp build A-canal across the is-

-
land. 1

(c) Obtaining information or answering a question posed by
the story (e.gho:killed the ,eccentric millionaire ?),.

The story may often intro-duce the goal preceded by a sequence of

events leading up to and justifying it. Tfiislcondition is given in

Rule 3 of Table 1. The Parentheses around EVENT indicate that the ele-

ment is optional; the asterisk (*) indidates that the element may be

repeated. Hence, several events may precede the statement of the goal
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during presentation of the theme.

The Plot of the story is an indehnite number of episodes, each of

which is. aocluster of actions comprising attempts to achieve the goal.

The Episode has three components (see Rule 5): a Subgoal, Attempts,

an Outcome. The Subgoal is a particular method of achieving-the

desired goal. Subgbals are usually not stated explicitly, but they are,

inferable, by the reader from,the actions of the main character, The

multiple attemOts to achieve the subgoal are actions which are either

direct attempts at satisfying the subgoal conditions, or involve the

creation of dditional subgoals (see Rule 6). In the later case an

attempt may consist of In entire episode. Thus episodes my be recur-

and

%."-.

sively embedded in the plot structure

The Outcome of an episode is an event or state that results from

Lhe attempt to satisfy th oal. It is either .success or ,failure

condition. If it is a failure, an additional attempt may occur within

the episode, or the main character may submit to failure. If the out-

come is a success, the .episode is terminated and result of the episode

is utilized at the next higher level in the grammar. <

The Resolution is the statement of the final result of the story

with resiPeCt to thetheme. For the Old Farm story, the Resollition,

is the successful transfer of.the donkey-into the shed. \In-the Circle
w

Island story, the Resolution is the imminent revolution of the farmers

as a result of their,failure to achieve the goal. While the Resolution

does not always require a suCcessful attainment of the goal, it does.

require a response of the main character to the final state of affairs

which is consistent with the character's satisfaction with the outcome.

44
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'Hence the condition of imminent. Civil War is an acceptable Resolution

,because of the dissatisfaction of the farmers with/ the failure of 'the

canal project. Figure i il1ustra'tes the structure of the Circle Island

story given in AppenOw.IIf. ,The numbers in Figure 1 a,t. the terminal

nodes of the tree refer to the corresponding propositions numbered in

Appendl'i IIf. A proposition is defined here to be a clause or sen-

tence containing,an action. or stativepverb. Relationships between

modifiers and'their modified terms are not considered as 'separate prop-

ositions unless they appear as relative clauses: A more detailed prop-

ositional analysis of semantic-relations, such.as those utilized by

,Kintsch (1974), Meyer (1974), Crothers (1972), and others,.was not used

here because a more macro-level of analysis was sufficient to uniquely

specify the structural detail of the stories being studied here. Fig-

ures 2 aad 3 illustrate the structure of the Old Farmer story given in

'Appendix I. Some Of the propositions in Figures 1 7- 3 are connected by

a horizontal line. Thig notation designates a single idea or event ex-,

pressed in two mutually dependent propositions. For example, the goal

ra

in Figure 1, represented as propositions Tand 14 linked-together, ap-

pear in the passage.as' The island farmers wanted to build a canal across

the island. Other numbered propositions are:linked vertically in the

network. In these- cases the proposition subsumed under a higher propo-
4

sition expresses. an idea or event that is different frOm its parent but

which is a topical elaboration, a further specification, or a causal V

implication of the ilformation in it. For example, proposition 9 of

Figure 1, The governing body is a senate, subsumes proposition 10,

whose job is to carry out,the wi of the majority, because the latter

4 5
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EPISODE1

38

SUBGOAL ATTEMPT OUTCOME

CAT SCRATCHES
DOG

1.1

7 I SUBGOAL

10

11

EPISODE

ATTEMPT ATTEMPT

CAT AGREES
TO SCRATCH
DOG

EPISODE SUCCESS

SUBGOAL ATTEMPT -ATTEMPT OUTCOME

GIVE MILK
TO CAT

EPISODE

SUBGOAL ATTEMPT ATTEMPT

12 GET MILK.
FROM COW

13

EPISODE EPISODE

$UBGOAL ATTEMPT OUTCOME SUBGOAL ATTEMPT OUTCOME

14 ASK COW
FOR -MILK

15

16

FAIL GIVE HAY
TO COW

Figure 3. structure for the Old Farmer story (continued).
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proposition specifies properties of. the concept introduced in the for-

mer proposition.`

This topical dependency relationship between propositions is simi-

lar to that forming the basis of the hierarchical representations of

Kintsch (1974) and Meyer (1974). In their work the hierarchy of propo-

sitions was obtained solely by means of this topic elaboration or argu-

ment repetition scheme. Repetitions of concepts across propositions

resulted in the creation of subordinate structures illustrating the de-'

pendence of propositions on their topical superordinates. In contrast

to th representational scheme, the hierarchies generated here by the

application of the grammar to stories specify levels of abstracgion in

the underlying narrative structure. The intermediate nodes in the

hierarchy encode the functional relationships, among concepts in.the

story and how .the relationships map into the plot sequence.

3.3. The Representation of Knowledge: FraMes

In this section the issue of how encoded stories are represented

in memory is considered briefly. It is not the purpose of this paper

to propose. and defend the details of a particular memory representation

for story grammar and disCourse knowledge. However, the adoption of.

an organizing framework will be useful in.providing a terminology far

the subsequent discussion of structure and process. In addition, the

framework -will prove useful in explicating the prinCiples of cognitive

organization and. story processing whidh will emerge froth the experi-

mental

. a

data,

.

A basic observation.about people's comprehension of and memory,for

49.
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stories that will he repeatedly. n6ted is that much df the kndwledge they

use consists of stereotypical abstractions of concepts and situations:The

features associated with a prototypical concept can be altered to fit the

characteristics of a particular occurrence of that concept, or they may be

used to provide inferred or "default" information about the concept when

specific information is missing. This observation forms the basis of a

theory for.iepresenting knowledge proposed by Minsky (1975)., The unit

of representation, a frame, is a structure which represents knowledge,

about a limited domain. A frame for a concept encodes a description

of the concept, starting with an invariant structure common to all

cases in the domain, and adding specific characteristics according to

the unique properties of the particular concept in question. The in-

formation provided abOUt a concept by its frame includes a wealth of

declarative and procedural knowledge about the concept, including the

important structural and semantic properties of the concept, its super-

ordinate concept in a generalization hierarchy, important relations
0

between the frame and other frames; procedures for recognizing the .

applicability of the frame to particular observations, and prodedures

for how-to use the frape when it-is recognized dr "instantiated." The

theoretical and technical considerations for the incorporation of these

mechanisms into a frame representation have been. discussed by Minsky

(1975). and elaborated by Winograd (1974, 1975) and Kuipers.(19,75).

Rather than attempting a comprehensive application of frame theory to

story repTesentation; the following discussion'outlines some properties

of frames that, will be useful in explicating the proposed model of

story Comprehension. While the resulting:overlimplification,of frame

50
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theory necessarily overlooks numerous important issues, the discussion

_sufficiently specifies a representation scheme so.as to provide testable

.hypotheses about memory organization.

The Generalization Hierarchy. Frames are arranged in. memory in a

.generalization hierarchy much like the semantic memory hierarchy pro-

posed by Quillian (196-8). Figure 4 illustrates a part of Such a hier-

archy for prose passageS. The hierarchy contains frames for both gen-

eral concepts (e.g., story, prose-passage) and specific objects (e.g.,

The Circle.Island and Old Farmer stories). Fr am ,are connected by

ISA links to their more general or superordinate frames. The primary

usefulness of the., hierarchy is through the.inheritarice'of properties

by frames. Any -- property true of a frame is implicitly true of any frame

linked below it in the hietarChy, unless explicitly contradicted at a

lower level. For example, all properties of prose-passages are also

true of Circle Island.

The Representation of Important Parts. Each frame represents a

description of the concept to which it refers. At the upper levels of'

the generalization hierarchy, a frame description is representative of

a class of objects and the common characteristics of that class. At

the bottom of the hierarchy A description applies to a unique object
0

-and the properties observed in the specific. occurrence of that object.

The.eleme* of these descriptions are those properties that are
. _

important and central to the identity of the described concept. Each

of these important elements, called slots (Minsky, 1975) or IMPS

(Winograd, 1975), encodes information which bears a special relation to

the frame in which it appears. These IMPS are themselves frames with

=

le



PROSE PASSAGE

STORY

CIRCLE ISLAND

Figure 4. A generalization hierarchy for prose passages.
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.

their awn internal)structure and important properties. For example,

Figure 5. illustrates some partial frames for the representation of the

Circld Island storY. The two frames at the top labeled STORY and

--SETTING, represult the class'of stories and settings in the world.

Using the typetoken distinct,X of semantic memory models (erg:,

Quinlan, 1968), rames are type frames for the general class of

(concepts to -which they re4r. The iMportantpartyhereafter referred

to as IMPs) of the story frame are Title, Background, Topic, Body and

Ending. The fillers for each of these IMPs are descriptions of the in-

formation that may.be.used to specify that ptoperty4of the frame.; The

fillers for the STORY IMPs are frames denoted by their fiaMe names.

For example, the filler for the Background IMP is SETTING,'which is

actually a frame of its own (pointed to by its description in the STORY

frame). It may be noted frOm glancing at the STORY and SETTING frames

in Figure 5 that the IMPs of a frame serve to encode the structural

,character of the frame. This means that the grammar for stories can be

expressed as a set of frames, with the constituents of a story element

repre, rated as IMPs in,the frame for that element. Thus the SETTING
,,,j

,
.

frame has as its IMPs Time, Location, Characters, and a Sequence Posi-
.

lion in Elle story, which are filled by descriptions providing the semen-

tic constraints °on those elements in any story.

Further Specification and Instantiation. A frame becomes further

specified by moving down the generalization hierarchy from that frame.

When this occurs, the IMPS for the frame also become further specified.

Further specification of IMPs occurs aa,a result of the fact that each IMP

is itself a frame with a placefin the generalization hierarchy: Hente

53



STORY

`ISA: PROSE-PASSAGE

TITLE:, TOPIC-PHRASE

JBACKGROUNM.SETTING.

TOPiC: THEME

BODY: PLOT

ENDING: RESDLOTION

44

ISA: STORY-PART

THE TIME- PERIOD

LOCATION: PLACE

CHARACTERS: ANIMATE- ACTORS,

4.QUENCE-POSITION: (BEFOt
THEME

SLAND- STORY-

I SSA STORY

tITL CIRCLE ISLAND'

BACKGROUND: CIRCLE-BLAND-SETTING

TOPIC:. ':,CIRCLE- ISLAND-THEME .

BODY: 'CIRCLE-ISLAND-PLOT

ENDING: CIRCLE-ISLAND-RESOLUTION

4

CIRCLE ISLAND. SETTING'

T.

ISA: SETTING

TIME:

LOCATION: CIRCLE-ISLAND--1

CHARACTERS:

SEQUENCE-POSITION: (BEFORE

CI RCLEISLAND-THEME)

CIELE-ISLAND

ISA: . ISLAND

LOCATION: (AND 1 2)

OCCUPATIONS: 3,

LAND-FEATURES: (AND 4 (CAUSE 5 6))

GOVERNMENT: (AND (FSE 7 8) (FSP 9 10))

Fitre
.

(LOCATION :CIRCLE-ISLAND ATLANTIC-OCEAN)

( LOCATION CIRCLE-ISLAND (NJ:JH-OF CIRCLE-ISLAND

RONALD-ISLAND)) k

(OCCUPATIONS ,CIRCLE-I§LAND (AND FARMIN& RANCHING))

4
5. Some frames for representing the Circle Island story.

5
4

4
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it too can be specified to a greater or lesser extent. The STORY frame

represents a further specification of prose-passages, and thus contains

special constraints on the fillers forthe Background, Topic, Body, and

Ending IMPs.

When a particular concept in the world is being examined, the frame
a

for that general concept produces a description of the concept by sub-
.

' stituting real properties of the. concept for prototypical ones psrovided

by the frame. This instantiation of a frame is similar to the creation

of a token-node-from--a type nOde.in a semantic network. When a parti-

cular story is encoded, for example, a frame for that particular story

is created in which the default or prototypical structure inherited from

the STORY frame is modified to fit the particular characteristics of

that story. In this way the general frames encoding the story, grammar

P
are used to produce the representation of a particular story conforming

to that grammar. Some of the frames-from the Circle Island story are

Alverrin Figure 5. The frame rabeled CIRCLE- ISLAND -STORY encodes the

top-level structure of the story and represents an instantiation of

the STORY frame. The IMP fillers are the names of frames containing
-

the information specific to the Circle Island. story. The Background

filler, CIRCLE-ISLAND-SETTING, is pOinted to as one such frame. This

, frame is an instantiation of the. SETTING frame, and further specifies

the IMPs of the SETTING frame. Location, for example, is,further spec-

. ified from a place in SETTING to Circle Island in CIRCLE-.ISLAND1§ETTING.

The Circle Island frame encodes the information from the first 10 prop

ositions of the story, organized by topic. The actual semantic con-

tent of these propositions is represented here in an infix notation
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simply for convenience. The numbers of the propositions correspond to

those given in Figure 1 and Appendix IIf. The level of structure pro-

Vided in the CIRCLE ISLAND frame closely resembles that specified in

the hierachical propositional models of Kintsch (1974) and Meyer (1974).

Propositions are organized with respect to topics (e.g., occupations,

land-features, government), semantic relations (AND and CAUSE), and

topical subsumption dependencies [e.g., proposition 7 is further spec-
. -

v,-

ified as (FSP) proposition 8].

Prediction arid.Infdrencing. The generaliza ,on hierarchy and in-

stantiation procedure provide a mechanism for prediction in the identi-

fication of properties of an observed concept. The predicted descrip-

tion of a prototype frame can be used to guide the collection of obser-

-vations for IMP instantiation. When features of an observed concept

cannot be determined because of missing information; default values for

these features are supplied by the prototype frame through the inheri-

tance of properties. In the instantiation of SETTING frame, the IMP

filler for Location is specified as a Place. Thus the Circle Island

frame was created as an instantiationof the Location IMP in the CIRCLE

ISLAND-SETTING frame. Since no potentiil animate-actors occurred in

the first 10 propositions, the Characters IMP is left unfilled except

for the possible inheritance of the default value "animate-actors" from -

the SETTING frame.

These proposed frame structures and processing mechanisms will be

useful in exPlicating the process-model for story comprehension giyen

in Chapter 4. Before presenting this model in detail, hoWever,'it will

be useful to establish the bagic experimental result of the effect of

56
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sxory structure on comprehension and memory. This demonstration is

proyided in Experiment I.

11

57
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CHAPTER 4

EXPERIMENT

'It was noted in Chapter 2 that earlierresearch has suggested'

that memory for stories depends on the development of an organizational

framework within which to' interrelate the events of the story. These

organizing frameworks have been variously referred to as schema

(Bartlett, 1932; Rumelhart, 1975), Surrogate structures (Pompi &

Lachman, .1967), theme (Dooling & Lachman, 1971; Dooling CMUllet, 1973);

macro-structures (van Dijk, 1973a; Bower, 1974), scripts (Schenk &

Abelson, 1975), and frames (Minsky, 1975; Winograd, 1974; Winograd,

1975). While these terms. lave been. used operationally in various ways,

they all refer generally to the activation and use of structural know-

ledge about both the world causality, temporal sequencing, laws

of physics) and about.prose passages (e.g., the grammar of plot con-

seiuctions).'

11 structural information is used to construct plot frameworks

into which particular events of a story are mapped, then, the extent to,

which this information can be used should directly influence subjects'

ability ia comprehend and remember,ihe story. Although there hagheen

substantial general disCussion of the.use structural frames An story

comprehension and memory, the effects of systematically varying the

amount of structure in a story have not been studied.

The purpose.of Experiment I was to assess the effect of varying

the degree of plot structure in a story:on a peTson's-, mempry.for that

story. The term plot.structure is used here in the sense in which it

O
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was defined in Chapter. 3. It refers to those elements of a story which

render the story's sequence of actions coherent And purposeful: the

establishment of a these, goal or purpose of the story, the stated or

implied intent and motivation of actions performed by the .characters,

and some final reference to or resolution of the initial problem of the

story. In. Experiment .I subjects were exposed to a passage which varied

in the amount of structural information which was given or, inferable

from the passage. The number of sentences and the content of the sen-

tences was identical for all passages. In addition, the temporal se-

.quencing,.intersentential nominal and pronominal reference, and local

causality was not violated for the passages. 'It was postulated that

the ability of a person to remember the events of the story Would de-
,

pend on his ability to map those events into a familiar pattern or plot

frame which incorporated information about the goal of the story, the

reasons for the actions oT the main characters, and causal'information

relating the various events in the story.

Method

Materials

Four versions of .a single story were used in the'experiment. The

texts of these passages are given, in Appendix la - Id. The story is

an adaptation of.an old English fairy tale taken ,from Rumelhart (1973),

entitled "The Old Farmer and his Stubborn Animals." The story concerns

a fatmer who has as a goal putting his donkey into the shed. In order

to accomplish this he creates a subgoal, the achievement of which 'de-

pends on the attainment of, another subgoal, and so on recursively to a

59
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, r7

depth of 'four. The nesting of a series of goals and subgoals provides

a well-defined superstructure into which the particular events of the

story may be mapped.

The four versions of the story given in Appendix I are identical.

in content (the number and content of the individual propositions), but

differ in the amount of plot structure present in the passage. In the

0

STORY condition (see'Appendix Ia), the original story is intact: the

theme is presented at the outset, and the plot consists of the subse-

quent creation and'nesting of goals by the farmer in an attempt to

satisfy the overall goal., The structure of this story is illustrated

in detail in Figures 2 and 3. In the NARRATIVE -AFTER THEME condition

the theme of the story was removed from its normal position near, the

beginning of the passage and inserted as the last proposition of the

story (see Appendix Ib). The order of the subsequentevents

)
of the

story were rearranged so that the implicit gpal-subgoal hierarchy could

not be inferred by subjects in that condition. Thus the temporal se-

quencing and local causal constraints remained intact; but the theme-
,

I

direCted plot structure was 'removed. It was suppo d that a subject

reading the passage would perceiveit as a sequence of unrelated events
T s..

initiated by the main character, the farmer. At the end of the passage,

when the original intent of the'farmer is stated, the., subject could cog--

nitively'reorganize the events ofthe narrative into the goal- hierarchy

suggested by the-stated theme.' -The inability to use this organization

at the time of the presentation of the original events, however, should

lead to a decrement in the memoryfor thoge evedts relative to the

o

STORY condition, in whichthe organizing,. structure was available from
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the outset. Thus, although presentation of the theme at the end of

the story might allow cognitive reorganization, Some of the prior.

events will have been forgotten due to the inability of the subject to

attribute to them a suitable organizational frame..

The third version of the passage, the NARRATIVE-NO-THEME condi-
.

tion, was identical to the NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME passage except that

the statement of the top-level goal was entirely deleted from the pas-

sage (see Appendix Ic). The text bf the passage differed from the

AFTER-THEME passage only in the final proposition.

The fourth passage, the RANDOM condition (see Appendix Id), was

constructed by randomly permuting.the sentences of the STORY passage.

Hence the semantic and syntactic structure of individual sentences was

preserved, but any inter-sentence causal and temporal associations

were destroyed. As a result, recall of this passage was expected .to

be equivalent to recall of a list of unrelated sentences. This condi-

tion was used to establish a baseline measure of he 'level of recall

for the information in the story in the absen of any structuring

strategies.

Subjects

The subjects were 32 undergraduates at Stanford University. They

participated in the one-hour experiment either to satisfy a course re-

quirement or for pay. Paid subjects received $2100 each.

DeSign-

kbetween-subjeet design was used, The single independent,vari,

able.was prage type. and Was represented by the following four
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conditions: STORY, NARRATIVE -AFTER THEME, NARRATIVE-NO THEME, and

RANDOM. Each subject was randOmly assigned to one of the fo4r condi-

tions.

Procedure

Each subject was tested individually. An incidental learning pro-

,/

cedure was used. A subject was given a printed,copy of the.passage

and was told to read, passage through once slowly and carefully,

thinking about the action that took place in the passage. 'The subject

was-provided unlimited time to read the passage, but never did the

reading;time exceed 90 seconds for any*condition.

After reading the passage, the subject was told to rate on a l

(low) tel 10.(high) scale the comprehensibility (i.e., clarity and con-

.

tinuity) of the passage using the follOwing guidelines: how well tlie.

passage fit together as a coherent whole, and how well the combination-

"of the sentences provided a sensible story.

Following the rating task, an unrelated interpolated task involv-

ing memory and comprehension of unrelated sentences was given to the

subject. This task, was the same for all subjects and.had aduration

of 40-45 minutes. At the conclusion of this task, the subject was

asked to give a written ret:all of. the:original passage which he had
*a.

read at the beginning of the-session. He was instructed to write the,

story as close to verbatim as poSsible, exactly as it appeared in word-

ing and sentence order. However, he was.told not to omit anything.

'Which he,remembered simply because he could not remember its exact,

'wording or serial osition in the pabsage. Recall was written on a
. ,
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blank sheet of paper. Unlimited recall time was provided.

ReSults
a

53

For scoring the recall protocols,the passages were segmented into

propositions. A proposition was defined as a clauseor sentence which

contained an action or stative verb. Simple relationships between,

modifiers and their modified term were not counted as propositions un-

les they appeared as relative clauses. For example, "There was once

,an -old farmer" was a singleproposition; ". . . who owned a very stub-
,

born donkey" was likewise a single proposition. Under this segmenta-

tion scheme, each passage contained 35 propositions.

The protocols were scored for gist recall of the propositions,

based on a proper reconstruction of the action or relationship given

in the propositions. Synonymous paraphrases mere.permitted, as.were

deletions of adjective and adverb modifiers. For example, a recall of

"A farmer Once owned a donkey" would be scored as recall of two propo-

sitions, Sdoring was performed independently by two scorers using the

same scoring constraints, The correlation between the judgments of

the two scorers was r'= .93, and many'of the di7agreements were errors

in scoring, not disagreements in judgment.

The results.are4shown in Figure 6. Results for subjects'ratings

were consistent' with the pre - experimental. intuitions about the.degree
,

of structure_ provided by the four passages. The mean rating for the

STORY passage was 9.5. The rating for the NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME pas-
c,

sage (6.1) was slightly higher than for the NARRATIVE -NO THEME passage.,

(5.0): The comprehensibility Judgment for the RANDOM passage was
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lowest at 3.0. These differences are reliable; F(3,28) = 14.31, P <
.

.01. Newman-Keuls.tests declared all pairs Of means to be reliably.

different (2. < .05).

The recall results were consonant with the comprehensibility rat-

ings. Mean recall decreased monotonically with decreasing 'amount of

structure. Recall, was best For the STORY passage (80%),:followed by

AFTER THEME (68%), NO THEME (56%), and RANDOM. (38%). These differences

,were significant, F(3,28) = 8.22, 2. < .01. In additibn, the differences,

between all pairs of-recall means were significant (2. < .05). -It may

be noted that there is a:high degree of consistency between the mean

comprehensibility ratings and-recall levels. The correlation between'

a subject's comprehensibility rating and his_proportion of propositions

recalled from the passage was computed across all sUpiects. The db-

,tained correlation between these two sets of scores was significant,

r = .87, t(30) = < .001.,

Discussion

a,

From these recall results, itseems clear that memory for a prose

-

passe& depends critically upon the amount of identifiable organiza-

tional structure'in the material. For the STORY passage, the plot',

.structure (apart from the actual content of the passage) is presumed

to,be an examOle of a plot familiar to all adults with a history of
r -

fairy tale reading. It is clear that most people'have heard, if not

the "Old Farmer" story,, one identical in its nesting of goals and sub-

,,t gopls.presented to the main character. When the STORY passage is pre-

sented to a subject, he activates his general frame fdr "stories,"
0 ,,
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creates a new instance or token of this frame F91-4 the particular story

being presented,wand attempts to map incoming propositions from the

story into the IMPS of this newly created frame.' The IMPs represent

the various structural elements of the story which are.dictated.by the

general story frame. For example, in Figure"5 it may be noted that the

toplevel frame for STORY expects to observe in the story elements of

Setting, Theme, Plot, and Reso lution. Each of these IMP fillers is

itself a frame, which is broken down into its structural units, thus

,producing the structural hierarchy for the story. The process of read-

ing and understanding the story in real-time, then, consists of the

attempt to match frames being created for incoming propositions to the

general structural frames for the various story parts. These processes

and story-part frames are held in short-term memory or some active pro-
.

cessing buffer such that either these match attempts are done on the

fly or can be activated very rapidly if required. This is done because

tentative matches are required in order to "understand" what the story

0

is about and where it is leading. When an incoming story matches up

readily with a standard, well-learned frame hierarchy for story struc-

ture, the details of 'the particular story can be easily plugged into

the general structural framework and comprehension. of and memory. for'

the story will be enhanced. The iesult_of this process is the encoding

of the Old Farmer story according to the structural grammar rules for

..well-formed stories. This resulting structure in memory is represented

in Figures 2 and 3.

When asked for recall, then, the-subject retrieves the mostgen-

eral frame which' has been instantiated for Oe ma Farmer story. This.
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is a frame which corresponds to the one labeled CIRCLE- ISLAND - STORY in

Figure This frame is the instantiation of the general.STORY frame

for the 01 armer Ntw with pointers to thelates which encode the

informatiot in:each of the s ory's° structural components. The subject

then begins to unpack the frame's structural elements, searching through

a series of frames representing successively further specified informa-

tion, acrd eventually retrieving the particular propositions from the

original text of the passage. If a-particular ppoposition is not abOve

the threshold for recall, the structure in which it is embedded provides

enough predictive power via its specification constraints that a good

t57

guess may be attempted. Hence the structural framework serves as a

network
o

of retrieval cues for the part ar propositions from the

story. Insofar as the set of general frames for a story being utilized

is well-learned, this mechanism provides a powerful organizing device

and memory aid, .

In the case in which a NARRATIVE passage is presented, the only

structure which may be effectively utilized is one in which juxtaposed A

events are temporally and sequentially chaihed together in a linear

order. For example, the narrative might include the followihgjcon-

densed):

The farmer went to his dog'and asked the dog to
bark. But the dog refused. Then the farmer asked
his cow'for some milk. But the cow replied that
he woulti rather have some hay. So the farmer went

to his cat so

The events are sequentially ordered, in a coherent and continuous fash-

ion, blit there is no identifiable gal superstructure, nor motivatien

or intent attributable to the farmer. Thus the propositions may be



connected only by locarcausal'linka-(e.g., ".
. . the barking so

frightened the donkey that it jumped immediately into its.shed")

SO

temporal! links (e.g., '"But the,dog refused. Then the farmer 'asked his

,

cow for some milk . . This otkganizational strategy is wgaker

because the friability to identify goals and attributeintent. to the

actions of the farmer prohibithe-rise-of a predictive goal-di?ected

.

T'frame structure like the one illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The re-

. .

sulting-organizational strategy of simple temporal chaining is 'weaker"

:

than a hierarchical .plqt structure becausa it does not provide the

'structural contraints for predictively inferring information,on the

basis of a general organizational. scheme. Thub it Would be.expected

thatlower recall for the narrative conditions wonld,be obtained. This

is 'precisely the result of Experiment I, in Which the mean recall for

thd NARRATIVE-NO THEME passage is 24 lower than for the STORY passage.

For subjeCts in the NARRATIVE-AFTER-THEME condition, the Same

strutturing difficulties encountered in the NO THEME condition are pre-

sent, except that the last proposition of the story presents the theme

or goal.:InSofar as the subjects in this condition-still Have avail-

_able to them the preceding Peopositions in tfiepassage, they may go
Jr7

back and r6&rganize the events of the story into the newlyrevealed
4

goal-structure.' This would-not only render the story More comprehen-
"4

. ,

sible, Hut provide a more. stable and redundant structure' from which to

subsequently recall the passage. If subjects do in fact attempt this
P. I,

reorganization, then veral experimeneally observable results would:

be predicted. First, rated comprehensibility'of the passage should be

higher than the NO THEME, condition, deSpite the fact that the two

- 6 8
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passages are identical except for the final proposition. This in fact

the case: mean.rated comprehensibility of 'the AFTER THEME passage

was significantly higher than for the NO THEME passage. 'Furthermore,

it would be expected that reorganization would lead to.improved recall

over the NO THEME passage. This prediction, too, was verified: mean

recall for the AFTER THEME passage was significantly higher, by 12 %,

than for the NO THEME passage. This result contradicts the findings

of Dooling and Mullet (1973), who found that the presentation of the

"theme" of the story at the concltsion of the passage did not improve

free recall of individual words from the passage over a group who re-

ceived no theme at all.. However, the present study differs from Dooling

and Mullet in that the passage in the AFTER THEME condition still main-

tained clear temporal sequencing and referential transparency. The

passages of Dooling and Mullet were nearly incomprehensible in the ab-

sence of a theme: Thus it may well be imagined that if this theme were

not present during presentation of the passage virtually no structural

integration could be performed, hence most of the propositiona infor-

mat ion would be lost by the time the theme was finally presented.

If reorganization into a plot structure did occur in the present

study, it might be expected that this reorganization would be reflected

in the recall protocol. In particular, the theme of the story, the

farmer's desire to get the donkey into the shed, might,be recalled at

the beginning of the story where it would norMally appear in a standard

story frame. This result might be expected despite the fact that in

the original AFTER THEME passage the goal appeared as the final propo-

3ition of the passage, and despite the explicit instructions to

6 9
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subjects to recall the passage in precisely the same order as the ori-

ginal presentation. This prediction was in fact verified: 75% of the

subjects in the AFTER THEME condition inserted a prpriQ1Axmrof the

form "the farmer tried to get his donkey into the shed" near the begin-

ning of the protocol after recall of the SETTING propositions. By con-

trast, none of the NO THEME subjects intruded a theme or goal into any

location of the recall protocols. These intrusion data provide strong

evidence for the claim that the AFTER THEME passage produced attempted

structural reorganization on the part of subjects receiving that pas-

sage.

The results obtained in Experiment I demonstrate the importance

of the use of well-learned, generalized memory structures in the com-

prehension of and memory for a simple story. Combining the structuring

assumptions of the model for story presentation presented in Chapter 3

with the data obtained in Experiment I, a simple processing model may

now be proposed for the comprehension of storieS. A.number of proper-

ties of the model arise as a consequence of the assumed story gramMar

and data structures encoding story information. The fundamental prop-

erties of the processing model are discussed below.

Hierarchical organization of information. Processing of stories

during comprehension is guided ,by the nature of the stored data struc-

tures encoding the story grammar. The hierarchical organization of

structural information specifies. the syntax of:plot constructions. The

top levels represent the general, structural elements of a story, and

the 16wer levels represent specific event and state-recognizing frames.
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Comprehension by prototype recognition. The process of comprehen-

sion of a story consists in the attempt to match incoming data (infor-

mation from the story) to prototypical descriptions of a story stored

in memory. The constraints of prototypicality are provided by the

story grammar, which specifies the allowed combinations of structural

relations among the' events of the story.. During comprehension, active

processps at-empp tkmatch frames encoding generalized relations to the

specific incoming propositions of the passage. These processes and

story-part frames are held in short-term memory so that either these

match attempts may be done on the fly or can be,activated very rapidly

if required. Successful matches consist in the instantiation of a

general story frame with specific frame-filling information from the,

passage. Successful frame recogai4on and instantiation facilitates

comprehension by providing default specifications for missing .informa-

tion and by allowing the chunking and integration of information into

familiar well-learned structures in long-term 'memory.

Top-down and Bottom-up processing. The processing system can be

driven either conceptually or by data._ This general property of memory

.,...Kodessing systems has been discuSsed by Bobrow and Norman (1975).

Conceptually-driven processing refers togoal-directed 'attempts to

match the incoming information to general structural frames by fitting

ihputs to expectations, The selection of frames for tentative match

-
Attempts at any point in the passage is heuristically guided by pre-

dictions provided by the story grammar.. When the.structure of incoming

information does not conform to predictions, processing proceeds

bottom- up, -by identifying low-level structural descriptions in which

7i



to fit the input. These input descriptions are then evaluated in a

number of potential. contexts of interpretation ad an attempt at struc-

tural.integra'tion. Thus structural organiiation can (and does) occur

during the comprehension process even when the input material is unor-

ganized. Evidence for this was obtained in Experiment I, in which re- .

arranged events in the recall protocols for the NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME
. ,

passage reflected subjects' attempts at structural reorganization.

/".The attempt to process stories in a conceptually-driven, top down

manner has implications for comprehension and learning. The compiehen-

dibility of a story and level of recall of the story from memory' should

be a fdnction of the ease with whiCh the mapping of propositions of the

story onto the general structural frames can be performed and the ex-
.

tent to which processing expectations are met. This result was in fact

obtained in Experiment I, in which.both comprehensibility ratings and

recall proportions decreased as the amount of structure'in the passage

decreased.

A story that has..been successfully comprehended according to a

top-down Processing strategy is represented in memory in a hierarchical
.

structure such as the one shown in'Figure 1. At the terminal nodes of

the structure are the actual propositions from the passage. The prop7

ositions appear at different levels in the hierarchy according to the

number of intermediate frames occurring between the proposition and
.

the top -level STORY frame. It may be noted that the higher in the

hierarchy a proposition appears, the more general the structural ele-.

ment of the passage it represents. For example, propositions 13 and 14.

of Figure 1 refer to the text "The farmers wanted to build a canal

72
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across the island." This corresponds, to the overall goal of the story,

a critical structural element on which subsequent story events depend.
t.

The level at which these propositions appear is the highest point in

the hierarchy containing terminal.frames. This levelois designated as-

Level-1 (level numbers are given on the left side of Figure 1). Prop-

ositions 17 - 19 refer to the text "The farmers formed a pro-canal
0

association and persuaded a few Senators to join." qbese propositions

repreent actions corresponding. to an attempt t \ achieve an embedded

subgoal and appear at Level 4 in the structural hierarchy. They are,
/, .

..,

then, less structurally "central" than propositions 13 and 14.

Several predictions concerning the recall of propositions from a

passage may be made on the basis of the process-model for comprehension.

Passages conforming to the prototypical story structure will be compre-

hended and recalled in top-down fashion. Structurally disorganized

passages will not be encoded'in the hierarchical representation. Thus,

for organized passages, it,.would be expected that probability of recall

of a proposition .should be a function of its loc4tion in the hierarchy.

That is, the higher a proposition appears in the hierarchy, the more

structurally central it is, and hence the greater its'probability of

recall; Furthermore,.if a subject is asked Ito summarize .epassage

from memory, he will select for inclusion in the'summary those proposi-
.

a
. (

tions which are structurally central to thelpassage. Thus the. content

of stofy summariza4ons shOuld be directly predictable from the organi-

zational structure: propositions near the top. of the hierarchy will

be included-in summaries with high probability, while propositions

lower in the hierarchy will be included with a much lower probability.
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\

When the presented passage is structurally disorganized, as in the

RANDOM condition of Experiment I, the subject is unable to fprathe

hierarchical tepresentation for the passage structure. Thus recall

. probability of a proposition in this condition, should be independent

of its structural centrality. These predictiont were tested in Experi-

ment II.
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CHAPTER 5

EXPERIMENT II

In Experiment I it was demdnstrated that the amount of organiza-

tional structure in a passage was a critical factor in subjects' ability

to comprehend and recall the passage.. This result held despite con-

trolling the number and content of sentences for all passage types.

However, the manipulation of structure in the passages' of Experiment, I

was not performed purely on the basis of plot organization. In the

RANDOM passage the same implicit organizational cues in the material

were present as In the STORY passage; indeed, the RANDOM passage sen-

t

tences were identical to the STORY sentences, with only the sentence

presentation order being altered. Thus the structuring conventions

which were absen't from the RANDOM pas'sage were not those of plot organiza-

tion, but rather those of topic signaling and inter sentential reference.

It was desirable to manipulate plot structure as an organizational vari-

,

able independent of local linguistic constraints such as,pronominal

reference, topic signaling, and the Given-New contrast (Haviland &

Clark, 1974). Experiment II was designed to manipulate amount of plot

structure and sentence order orthogonally.

A fourth passage type, the DESCRIPTION, was constructed to accom-

pany the STORY, NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME, and NARRATIVE-NO THEME condi-

tions. In the DESCRIPTION passage, the content of the text was pre-

sented without Senefit,of temporal sequencing or local causal implica-

tions. At the same time, however, the linguistic conventions mentioned

above. for connected' iscourse were observed, to eliminate any possible

refeiential ambiguity or confusion. The information in the passage was

7J
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described as one might describe the objects in a painting, as a set of

stative propositions or single actions, with no temporal or causal con-

nection. While the meaning of each,individual proposition and senfence

would now be clear to subjetts,there would be no reference to an or

e

-

. )
ganizational frame in which-to code the sequence of statements. Thus

it was expected,that performance in this Condition would reduce to the

learning.of a set -6t unrelated propositions or sentences, with order of

0 currence or presentation being an unimportant factor.

In addition to the manipulation of structure in the four passages,

the order of sentence presentation was orthogonally varied. Each pas-

sage type could be presented in either normal sentence order or

randomly-arranged sentence order. Since randomization of sentence or-

der eliminates the associational cues of .temporal and causal sequencing;

it was expected that the contrast in recall between normal and randomly

ordered passages would be the greatest for passages containing these

organizational cues initially. Specifically, the more organization ,

implicitly contained in a passage, the greater the expected decrement

in recall for the randoMlyrorderedverSion of the passage. For the

DESCRIPTION passage; this difference could be.expected to be small or

nonexistent. Since this condition held inter - sentential associational

and organizational Cues to a minimum, there would be no expected'decre.

e.
went in organizational ability for the randomized-passage, and hence

no expected decline in subjects' recall,of the passage.

If implicit organizational structures are used by subjects to.com-

prehend and rememb r passages, then it would be ofinterest to deter-

mine the precise n ture of the organizational structures. The.
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assumption here has been that the. structures subjects use correspond to

the theoretical plot structure given in Chapter 4 for stories of this

type, This assumption should be experimentally 4estable by determining

what, in addition to how much; subjects remember. trom a passage. To

the extent that a single unique plot frame is utilized by all subjects

in the STORY condition, the pattern of propositional recall by those

subjects should be highly correlated. In particular, ;Propositions

which may be identified as close to the ,op of the organizational hier-

archy are those Propositions which correspond to key structural: elements

of the story plot (e.g., the statements of the goal and resolution).

The probability that these propositions would appear in the recall pro-
,

tocol.woul
i

be expected to be quite high for all subjectS. Similarly,

those prop sitions which appeared low in the hierarchical plotstruc.-

ture correspond to less central information: irrelevant detail, in-

strume tal actions, or events unrelated to the resolution.of the theme,

It wo ld be expected that propositions of this type would tend to be

forgotten and hence misting from the recall protocols. These predlc-*

tions may, be tested by computing across subjects the per cent recall of

/ .

,

each proposition in the passage of a given type,'ailid then plotting the

recall probabilities as a function of theoretically determined central-

ity of the proposition. Kintsch (1974) and Meyer (1974) have used this

procedure in Studying simple propositional, relationships in prose texts.

Several experimental tasks were devised to:identify the organize-
.

tional frames subjects used and to test the process model for compre-

hension. In one task subjects produced from memory.a concise summari-t,

zation of'a passage they had seen previously. Two dependent variables

7 7
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were of interest in this task: length of the summarization and stereo-'

typy of the summarization protocol. It was expected that subjects

summarizing the more structured passages would produce concise.summaries.

including the propositions corresponding..,t:o the key structural elements .

of the passage. Thus summaries should be short and show a high degree

of consistency in propositional content. For the less structured pas-

sages and randomly ordered passages it would be expected that summaries

would be more verbose, rambling, and would fail to cluster around a few

key propositions. When no structure could be identified in a passage,

a summary might be expected to consist of a subset of propositions ran-

domly sampled from the original passage. Furthermore, it would beof

interest to note whether summaries of passages .witiPtandom sentence

orders would involve a teordering of the selected events,. converging on

the order present in the normally - ordered passages.

As an attempt to determine the nature of the stored propositions

from a passage and the structural relations between propositions, a

recognition test was included in Experiment II. The data of primary

interest in this task were the false alarm rates for different dis-
.

tractor types as a function of passage type. Different classes of dis-

tractors were defined and test items constructed with the purpose of.

testing specific hypotheses about the way clusters of events are organ-

ized in memory, and the way in which memory for events and propositions

degrades.

One, further manipulation distinguished Experiment II from Experi-

ment E. It was of interest to determine if-presentation modality would

influence the level of passage recall. As a result, two presentation

7$
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modes, auditory and visual, were used. Auditory presentation was ac-

complished by playing a .taped recording of the appropriate passage.

'Visual presentation was effected with the use of an overhead projector,

with the stimuli"projected onto a blank wall.

Method

Materials

To minimize STORY-specific effects in the experiment, two unre-
,

lated passages were used as stimulus materials. One passage was the

"Old Farmer-and his Stubborn AnimalS." The STORY, NARRATIVE-AFTER'

THEME, and NARRATIVE-NO THEME versions of the story were identical to

those used in Experiment I (see Appendix Ia Ic). The structural

analysis of the STORY version of this passage is shown in Figures 2 and

3. A DESCRIPTION version of this passage was constructed according to

the constraints discussed'above (see Appendix,IIa). In addition, a

version of each of these four passages was constructed by randomly per-

muting the sentences of each passage,(see Appendix IIb - IIe).. To

maintain the close similarity of the NO-THEME and AFTER-THEME condi-
,

Lions,, the Same random order was used for the permuted versions of

, those two passages.

.4

The second passage used in Experiment II, entitled "Circle Island

was a shorteneds.nd sa.ightly modified version of a passage used in

earlier memory experiments by Dawes ,(1964, 1906) and Frederiksen (1972).

Eight versions of this passage were constructed, one for each passage

type and presentation order condition (see Appendix IIf 114). The

structural analysis for the STORY version in shown in Figure 1.
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Subjects

70

The subjects were 64 undergraduatei at Stanford University. They

participated in the one7hour experiment either to satisfy a course re-
. cL A

quirement or
l

dr $2.00 pay.

Design

A 4 X 2 X 2 between-subject design was used. 'There were four con-

ditions of passage type: STORY, NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME, NARRATIVE-NO

THEME, and DESCRIPTION. Presentation order wad either Normal or Random.

Presentation mode was either visual or auditory. Within each condition,

.-
both passages ("Old Farmer" and "Circle Island ") were used. Each sub,,

,

I ject was randomly assigned to one of the 16 conditions.

Procedure
1

Recall task. -Subjects were tested in groups varying in size from

one ta four people. Intentional learning instructions were given.

Subjects were instructed to attend to the passages because they would

be-asked. to recall the& later. The passages were presented either

visually or auditorially. If audio preseptation was'used, subjects

heard a passage read at slightly slower than normal reading rate. Care

was taken not to carry inflections or intonations across sentential

boundaries to suggest temporal or causal connections between sentences.

If visual presentation was used, the passage was projected on a 'blank

wall in front of the subject.. One line was visible .at a given exposure

for five seconds. Lines of the passage were equated for word length,

The exposure tittle. per line was computed such that the overall presenta-

tion time for audio and visual presentations were identical. Visual

83
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preSentation was accomplished by moving a mask down the'passage such

that only one line was exposed for a given'five second interval. After

a pasSage had been presented, subjects`, performed a comprehensibility /

rating identical to those obtained,in Experiment I. Subjects then im-
-

,

mediately-wote a verbatim recall of the passage. .Recall instructions

identical to-those of Uperiment I were provided. After recall was

completed, the entire procedureWas repeated with the second passage.

The order resentation of the two passages was counterbalanced

,.-
across.subjectst

Summarization task. After the second passage had been presente&

and, recalled, subjects were asked to write from memory a shCrt summary

of each of the passages, in the order in which they had been presented.

They were informed that the summary should inaude what they considered

to be the high points or important parts of the passage. No constraints

as to the length of the summaries were imposed or suggested by the

Experimenter. Writing time was unlimited.

Recognition test. After both summarizations hadbeen written, .a

recognition tes was given for sentences from the passages. The test

included two parts: the first part 9ntained only items about the

first'' passage,. the second part items about the second passage. For

each test item, subjects were.requireeto.give a two-part response.

They first judged whether the exact sentence presented appeared in the

passage they received. If their response was negative, they then

judged Whether, although not stated explicitly; the sentence was a.true

inference, that could be drawn from the information given only in the

story. (For exampie,."The old farmer owned somemammals" was not stated
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explicitly:in the farmer story, but was a true inference about the in-

formation in the story.)

I

_Results

Comprehensibility and Recall

0 The mean comprehensibility ratings for the various passhges is
A

s'
shown in Figure 7. For the normal presentation orders, it may be noted

l

that mean comprehensibility ratings decrease Monotonically as sttucture

in the material decreases. Ins6far as subjects' comprehensibility

ratings.may be considered a.mtric of perceived amount of structure in

the material, this result supports the.theoretic&l assumption that the

ordinal progression from STORY to DESCRIPTION Passages was one of de7

r

creAsing plot structure. For the random presentation orders, there are

virtually no differences among the mean ratings, with .the exception of

the DESCRIPTION-RANDd4 condition, which is higher and nearly-equal

the DESCRIPTION-NORMAL rating. ',Overall, the effect of structure on

'rated comprehensibility was reliable,,F(3,48) =,2.85, p < .05. The
,

I

ti

obtained differences between Normal and Random presentation orders'were

highly reliable, F(1,48)*= 57.07, p < .001. As expected, the inter-

action between structure. and presen'tation order was significant,',

F(3,48) = .3.98, p < .02. Newman-Keuls tests were used to test the re-
0

liability of pairwise differences between means. 'Tor the normal pre-
,

sefitation order, the obtained differences'among the four structure

conditions were significant (2. < .05 for all three pairwise compari-

-sons). For the random presentation order, the means for the STOAY,

NARRATIVE-AFTER, THEME, and NARRATIVE-NO THEME passages. did not differ

reliably. The meandor the DESCRIPTION passage did not differ reliably

41 82
A
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Story Narrative- Narrative- Description
After Theme No Theme

Passage. Type

Figure 7. Mean comprehensibility ratings in Experiment_II.
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from the DESCRIPTION- Normal passage or the STORY-Random passage,, but

did differ from the two NARRATIVE passages (p < .05 for both).

In Figure 8 the comprehensibility ratings are divided for the in-,
0.

dividual stories. The differences among structure conditions and pre-

sentation orders are maintained. However, the ratings for the Old

Farmer passages are consistently higher than for the,Circle Island pas-

sages in the ,structured condiO-ns. The overall differences due to

passages (Old Farmer or Circle Island) was reliable, F(1,48) = 4.23,e

2 5 .05, as was the interaction betWeen passages and presentation,

F(1,48) = 8.57, 2 < .01.

;11
The mean recall ata for Expe iment II are shown in Figure 9. It

may be noted that the pattern of r call for p/ssage types and presenta-

tion orders is identical to the fatt n of comprehensibility'ratings.

The correlation between these dependent measures was computedby com-

paring across all .subjects the r ting of a passage by a subject and his
)

v

recalrproportion 'for that pas age. The obtained correlation was Signi-
P

ficant, r = .64, t(126) = 9. .001.

For.the normal presentation rder, mean recall decreased with de-

creasing amounts of, structure in the material: recall for STORYs was

best (76%) and recall for DESCRIPTIONs Was worst (45%). This relation-

ship is monotonic, although the Afferencein recil bet--,en the AFTER

THEME conditjbn (65%) and the 0 THEME condition (59%) was small.,

These results replicate the' findings of Experiment I. When the pre-
:

sentation order of sentences was randOm, there was no effect of amount'

of structure,on recall. This result was expected since with a random

structure order, all passage4 are effectively,s.t4Ctureless. The mean

8.
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CIRCLE ISLAND NORMAL

OLD FOMER-
NORMAL 44-

CIRCLE ISLAND-
RANDOM

ki°4%.... OLD FARMER-
RANDOM ,

Story t
lhente
Passage Type

t ve- Description

Ff:ure 8. Meap comprehenej.bility ratings for the Old Farmer and

Circle Island iages in FxperimentJI.
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Story Narrative-
After Theme

Passage

NarratThemeive=
No

Type

Description
/ft

Figure 9. Mean recall probabilities' for passage types in Experiment II.

86.
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recall level for all four passages fell within a 6% interval, the
c

(

NARRATIVE-NO THEME condition being the lowest (30%) and the DESCRIPTION

condition the highest (36%). Overall, the effect of structure on recall

was reliable, F(3,48) = 3.12, 2. < .05. Furthermore, presentation order

significantly, influenced recall, F(1,48) =62.38, < :001. The inter-

action between structure and presentation order was also reliable,

F(3,48) = 4.63, < .01. Newman-Keuls tests declared that the means

for the random presentation.orders were statistically indistinguishable.

Furthermore, the DESCRIPTION Normal and Random means did not differ
,

reliably. For Normal presentation orders, the STORY and NARRATIVE-

.

AFTER THEME -means were significantly different, as were the NARRATIVE-

NO THEME and DESCRIPTION means (2. < .05 for both). As expected, the

mean recall for'the NARRATIVELAFTER THEME passages (65%) was greater

than for the NARRATIVE -NO THEME passaies, but this difference was not

significant.

In Figure 10 these mean recall - results are divided into recall for

the individual passages. It may be'noted that'recall for the Old Farmer

__.ssages was consistently higher than for the Circle Island passages,

especially for normal presentation.orders. With the exception of.the

DESCRIPTION passage, the superiority in recall of the Old Farmer pas-

sage over the Circle Island passage for Normal presentation order was

greater than 15%. This effect of materials on recall was significant,

. , :,
2(1,48) 5.10,.E <.q5. In, addition, this voriable interacted with

,i.

presentation order, F(1,48) =.4.87, 2. <.05. The reduction in recall

with decreasing structure in the passage is preserved for-both the Old

Farmer and Circle Island passages, as is the lack of effect of structure

8
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OLD .FARMER- NORMAL

CIRCLE

NORMAL ?

OLD FARMER- RANDOM

'CIRCLE ISL ND-
RANDOM

Story Narrative- Narrative- Descripti
After Theme No theme

Passage Type

Figure 10. Mean recall Probabilities for the Old Farmer and Circle

Island passages in Experiment II.
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on recall for the random presentatioh orders. Thus it appears that the

effect of varying plot structure on memory for prose is generalizable

across different, stimulus materialA with similar story structures. How-

ever, the obtained recall differences between the Old Farmer and Circle

Island passages suggest that other properties of the stimuli influence

memory. These properties will be considered in more detail in Experi-

mgpt' III.

Figure 11 shows the mean recall levels of the eight variously

ho.

structured passages as a function of presentation mode., Auditory pre-

senttion of the passages led to significantly better recall of the

passages than visual presentation, F(1,48) = 7.04, 2. < .02. For all

passages in Normal order, mean recall was 10% - 16% better with audi-

tory presentation. With random presentation orders, auditory presenta-

tion produced 4% higher recall than visual presentation for all passages

except DESCRIPTION. The advantage of audio presentation over Visual

presentation held for both the oh Farmer and Cifcle Island stories

although presentation mode did not interact significantly with materi-

als or structure. However, the interaction between presentation mode

and order was significant, F(1,48) = 4.51, 2. < .05. Since presentation

mode did not interact'with structure, the data from visual and audio

presentation were combined in the subsequent analyses of structural

effects on recall.

The hierarchical relationships athong propositions resulting from

the structural analysis of plot were a powerful determinant of recall%

for the most structured passages. Figure 12 shows the recall of propo-

sitions from the Circle Island passages as a function of their location

8 9
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AUDITORY-NORMAL

CC VISUAL-
NORMAL

AUDITORY
RANDOM

. V UAL- RANDOM

Story Narrative- Narrative- Description
After Theme No Theme

Passage. Type

I

.

Figure 11. Mean recall probabilities i Experiment II as,a..function

cat presentation mode,
90
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STORY
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RANDOM PASSAGES

2 3 4
LEVEL IN HIERARCHY

Figure 12. Recall probabilities for propositions of the Circle Island

passages as a function of locqtion in the organizational hierarchy.
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in the organizational,hierarchy. Each point in Figure 12 represents

the mean percentage of all. propositions at that level i*n the hierarchy

that were recalled by subjects in that structuring condition. The line

corresponding to recall of the Random passages represents the mean of

all four randomly-ordered passages. The location of propositions in

the hierarchy was, carefully determined for each of the struct'uring.

conditions. For the STORY passage, hierarchical level for propositions

was determined by the analysis provided in Figure 1.-4 For the three

other structure Conditions, the level of a proposition was the same

level as that proposition in the STORY passage which corresponded to

it in semantic content. Thus for a given level in the hierarchy, the

recall of that level across passage. types corresponded to a comparison

of identical or nearly identical propositions embedded in different

structural frameworks. Observed differences in recall, then, could be

attributed to structural differences in the passages and not confounded

with semantic content of the to-be-recalled propositions. However,

this control was possible only for the comparison of recall of a given

level across passage type, Within a given passage, comparisons of re-
.%

call of propositions from different levels necessarily involved,pro o

sitiOns with different semantic content

11.01s
It.may bennoted in Figure 12 that the STORY passage recall de0.004

on hierarchical level. For theSTORY passage, recall for level 1 prop-

ositions was 88%, 67% for level 2, 58% for level 3, and 45% for level

4. For the NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME passage, thia monotonic trend was

present but the differences were greatly reduced. The difference in

level 1 recall ,between the STORTand.-the NARRATIVE -AFTER.THEME passages
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was reliable, t(7) = 2.96, 2. 05, as was the difference in leve11

recall between the AFTER THEME and NO THEME passages, t(7) = 2.44,

< .05. No recall differences due to level in the hierarchy were ob-

tained for the NARRATIVE-NO THEME, DESCRIPTION, or Random passages.

Figure 13 shows propositional recall as a function of hierarchical

level for the Old Fafmer passages. Since few observations were avail-

able for low levels in the hiera hy, the lower levels have been giouped

together for presentation of recall results. The results are similar

to.those obtained for the Circle Island passages. For the STORY pas-

sages, recall probability decreased with descending position in the

organizational hierarchy. Regan probability for level 1 (94%) was 21%

higher than for levels 13 - 16 (73%). Since overall recall of .the Old

Farmer STORY was,so high, there was somewhat of a ceiling-effect that

reduced the magnitude of these differences. For the NARRATIVE-AFTER
ti

THEME passage, the differences due to hierarchical level were present

but reduced. The level 1 and level 2 means differed reliably from the

4,0

corresponding means in the ST )RY passage (2. < ..05 for both). No differ-

ences due to hierarchical level.were obtained for the NO -THEME, DESCRIP-

TION, or Random passages.

Summarization

Passage summarizatidne were scored to determine their propositional

content and length. Scoring criteria were identical to those used for

the recall protocols. The

The means given in Table 2

and Circle Island pasdages

summarization results are shown in Table 2.

represent an average of both the Old Farmer

. In addition; the-aur'randOmlyotdered

presentation conditions have been averaged together, sinCe these

9 3
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Figure 13. Recall probabilities for propoSistions of the OldFarmee

passages as a function of location i the organizational hierarchy.
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Table 2

Mean Propositional Length of Summaries and
Percentage of Recalled Propositions Appearing in Summaries

Passage Type

STORY-Normal

NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME-Normal.

NARRATIVE-NO THEME-NO-mai

DESCRIPTION-NormSl

Random PasSaies

0

0

Mean Length % of Recalled Propositions

No

81-00 .36

8.25 .40

9.00 58

.89
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conditions pro,duceci.no differences in summary length. :For allpassage
,

types, the mean propositional length of summaries was' approximately the

sable. The longest summaries were provided by subjects who had received

randomly-ordered pa.9.Ks. The second column of Table 2.gives the per-

t4ntages of propositionS from the recall' protocols that were included

in the summarke4, this percentage increased with decreasing structure

in the Stimulus materials. That is, the structured passages prOduced

summaries in which a 'few structurally central propositions were s'elected.
*

.
.'

e for inclusionin the summary, while the less structured passages pro-
' e

i
ducled summaries containing whatever propositions were included itl the

xecal.l. For.less structured pasSages these-propositiOns'were equally

likely to come from 'any leNtel In the organizational hierarchy (see Fig

ures 12 and 13). The obtained proportional differences in summary

length were sPglificanf, F(4,3) = 3.56, 2. c .025.

Figures 14 and 15 show the diStribution of propositions among

hierarchical levels in summarie of the Circle Island and Old Farmer
-0

STORY-Northal 'passages. The .probability given or eachtierarChical

level is the mean cogditional probability of including Propositions iii

the summary givewthe propositions were present\in the recall 'protocol.

It, may be noted that for both stories hierarchical leVel influenced

probability of. summary inclusion. 'Subjects receiving STORY-Normal pas-

gages produced'sUmmaries which included propositions corresponding to

),

the central structural elements while deleting the detailed actions

representing attempts or intermediate outcomes.
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Recognition Test

89

.

TheTesults of Oe.recogliftion test, are given. for each test item

type in Table 3. There' were five item types,, each with several exem-
'"

plars on the recognition test fpr both the Circle Island and Old'Faumer

passages. True items consisted of statements occurring in the story or

acceptable paraphrases of these statements. The remaining four item

types were,varioustypes of distractor items, referred to here as True
4.)

Summarization, Incorrect Inference, Incorrect Filler,. and FalSe State=

went. -True Summarizations were statements.representing a correct sum=

marzation of informationiappearing lop the story, but omitting other

\,information,that was included in the original text. For example, one
k

,

item of 'this ,type was

'(1) As soon as tF cat scratched the dog, the dog scared
the donkey into the shed.

ov

While this is 4 true summarization 9f the events of thestory,. it omits

the intermediate events .1(. the.dog barking and the barking frightening

the donkey.
e.

Incorrect Inferences'consisted.of two true events-from a'passage

linked in the distractonstatement by a false ix fer,kre relating the

events. For example, one such item from, the Old Farmer passages was '

°
(2) The' cat did not' have any. milk so it scratched the dog.

.

While both assertions shout the cat were true (it didn't have milk and

it scratched the dog), the causal connection between the two was not

true in.the story,

Incorrect Filler refers-to statements in -Which a true.eVent Trathe-

ftom a story had substituted into one of its Is detail"contradicting.

99'
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. ,

that which was specified in the original text. For example, one of the

propositions from the Circle Island'passages was

(3) 'The'island, faiMers wanted to build a canal acrossothe island.

The Incorrect Filler distractor created from this sentence is given in
.

(4):

,(4) The island xanchets wanted to .build a-canal across the island.

False Statements were items for which no information suggesting

their.validity,appeared in the original texts. These statements were
,

neither true, inferable from true statements, nor derived from true

-statements. Such ad item is given in (5):

(5) The farmer. trained his dog to bark loudly,

For each-test item, Subjects made one of three possible responses.

AL*

They either judged thp statement to be true (i.e., stated explicitly

in the passage), inferable from the information in the passage but not

stated explicitly, or false-Thither-trued about nor inferable from the

passage). In.Table 3, mean hit rates for true items and false alarm
I

rates for-distractbre are shown -for, subjects in the eight structure

and ordering conditions. .For.True Summarizations a false alarm is de-

fined.las a'true response to items of this type For all Other distrac-

,.

for items a false *alarm i.defined as either a true or a "not-stated
.

but-inferable"..response. For TrueStatements a "hit" was scored only

if a subject responded true to an item.

Ar

The hit rate for'true statements on the recogn

d

ition.test decreased
I

monotonically f6r normal presentation, ordes with ecteasing structure.

Four the four randomly-Ordered conditions the hit ieteswere nearly

equal.' The hit rate for DESCRIPTION-Normal (.60) was.nearly equal to
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the 'mean for the four randomly-ordered conditioriS (. 4) . .The inter

action of structure and presentation order for True Statements,was

reliang,

False alarm rates for both ncotrect Fillers and True Summariza-

tions decreased with decreasing structure for the Normal presentation
I

donditionS, while no differenceS in false alarm rates were obtairied for
\

1 the random presentation orders. For bothiyf these distractor types,

the interaction between structure and presentation orderwas

-pant (2. < .)5): HoWever, the probability.of a use alarm for Incor-
.

rect Inferences increased with decreasing structure for'the formal pre-

. entatibrLorders, although this result failed to achieve significance.

For False Statements, a main,effec.t.of presentation*der was obtained

for false alarm rates, F(1,56) := .02, With false alarm ratesE.

being higher for the randomly Ordered. condifiong. There
!

Wa's no inter-'

action, between structure and order for this item type.'

.biscus.sion

The results o Experiment II generally repli te-and extend the

findings of Experime

a passage correlated wi

were high y predic.table

In both. studies fated comprehensibility of

with recall of the passage. Both teasuresl

m the a 11,4 f pilot structure:pEssAt,in.

ir , the pagsa es As the amount o ructure decfeased, both cOjaprehensi-

/ qa
0

bility and recall levels decreased. This. rsul.t.waS,pbtained despite

the fact that the number and content of indivi1191 propositions was

r
,nearly identical in the various strpcturihg.donditiohs.

, A
In TXperiment I'subjeCtst recall was measured using an incidental

learning procedure. In Experiment II an intentional learning procedure
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Waa used. A comparison between recall levels in incidentaland inten-

tional learning situalionS is provided pby Figures 6 and 10. The kdata
. .

points in Figure 10 corresponding to :those in Figure 6 are STORY-Normal,

NARATIVE-AFTER THEME-NOrmal, NARRATIVE -NO THEME-Normal, and STORY-
.

Random for the Old Tarmer'story. It nfay,be observed that recall levels

in the inciden)al learning-as tuation.arenearly,equal"to those in the

intentional learning situation. W intentional learning Instructions

mean. ree.ill for the STORY-Normal, AFTER THEME; and NO THEME,passages

was 83%, 73%, and 67%, Aspectively. With the incidental learning pro-

\
cedure of Experiment I the equivalent4recall levels were 80%%68%, and

56%. With the random presentation'order; incidental learning .prodUced

slightly higher recal1J38%) than intentional learning (36%). The prp-

cedures of the two exeriments werenot, of course, identical except
A

.
:

,-,"-: '
,-

for the subjects' instructions. In Experiment I subjects received a

printed copy of the passage with unlimited reading time. 'Ln Experiment

II presehtation-mode varied'(audio or visual) and.presentatibn time was

a fiXed constant. Nonetheless, the similhrity'of recall levels was
,

4

slightly surprising,. especially in light of the fact -that half of the

subjects in Experiment II had received the Circle Island passage first,

and hence had received what.amounted to a practice trial with the pre-

sentation and recall procedure.

One surprising resillt of Experiment II was the fact that audio

. . .

presentation produced cdhgistent.ly higher recall.tha visual presenta-

tion. -This difference was .obtained for all structurkng and ordering

,conditions, despite the fact that total presgntation time was equated
,

' * , ='.J

for botspresenaion modes Of'a given passage type. Since recall of

.

h
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. a passage immediately' followed presentation of the passage, it appears

on.the basis ofthese data that immediate memory for auditory informs;

tion issupdrior'to immediate memory for visually-pr.esented material.

No data testing the maintenance of this difference Over longer) reten7-
.

tion intervals were ohtaineti.

One procedural artifact may have influen d differences in re-

. catl due tio pres1entation mode. In visual pr .entation, the amount-tf_ ,

information in a given exposure was equated by lihe:Arength, rallet' than

number of propositions or number :M sentences. Hence the end of a lin

would often break-within a sentence, prOposition, or syntactic consti-

-tuent.r This procedural ecision was dictated by the large variation

ir sentence lengths withineach of the passages:. /Sentences contained

varying numbers of,prapositions. Mourning a subject has 4 constant

reading rate, presenting'an entire sentence in each exposUre would im-

. ply that-drfferential
A
intervals of tdmg,would be spent.by thelsubject

o

in attempting to integrate the variouS,propositionSirito the organize-

/

tional structure. Specifically; /a sentence with few propositions would -

/
require'much less reacting- time than a sentence with !many propositions.\

This result has been demonstrated tooccur regardless of sOtence
. .

. .--.
, .

length (Kintsch & Keenan, 1972). Hence much more time Would be avail-

able ta attempt to integrates propositions info the current.organiza-
/

tional frame/when-only few propositions were present in.an'exposure....

This would be highly undesirable in an intentional learning procedure

-
since it is assume that subjects attempt to use organizing frames to

encode information for l*er recall. It was hoped. that by quating
-----

each exposure for lipe length, the: amount of integration forach
.

10 4,



proposition would averageout,in rte 'run, tklus minimizing any p -

tential systematic bias in organizatiorial ability due to sentence or-
* "

propositiOn length.

Reliable differ.enc-es attributable to passage content were obtained

for'both.coniprehensibility ratings and recall. For eqdivalent struc-

..

-

.turing conditions theratings and recall of the Old Farmer passage were

consistently 'hi her than for. the ,Circe-, Island passages. These differ- '

encas suggest.tV t other properties of the stimulus materials besides u

structure in Bence memory. Two possible factors contributing to the

observed differences are the relative simplcity and concreteness of

characters in the Old Farmer passages and the redundant, recursive

nature of thel'plot. ..The Circle Island pasgages utilized characters and

actions whiabWere less concrete and faMiliar than those in the Old

Farmer passages. Furthermore, theOld Farmer-passages have episodlc

units that are repeted in recursive embedding. No such repetition

occurs in the Circle Island passages. -It is possible that this repe,"-

tition Of.eipisode structures and 'cOncreteness and familiarity of c'pn-

tent are responsible for the higher compxehensibilitSr anti recall . ,

those Old Farmer pasSagh in which the identificationof structure is

.-a processing aid: Thasapotential effects will be considered in de-
-,

tail in t III.

The recall results forpasSagesith Normal presentation orders

support the processing asSuMptionA given in Chapter4 4. Subjects appear

to domprehadd and encode stories by instantiating gerieralizecf:plot

1

.frames with particular structural details of the passage they are ex-
. ..

posed to. The. less structured a passage is,' the more difficult this

1 05
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r ;

s

mapping operation is to perform, and hence the lower is the subsequent

4, recall level. Direct evidence for the claim that subjects use these

organizing frames is available from a cpmparison of recall in the

NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME and NARRATIVE-NO THEME conditions. These Londi-.

Lions differed only in a single proposition at the end of the passage.

In the AFTER-THEME condition this proposition provided a statement of

- the top-level goA of e story. This additf al.information Produced

restructuring of the encoded passage informatio , leading to higher re-

,

call than f tte,:NO-TEME Condition. This difference in recall level

, for the two conditions was in the expected direction, though not at a,

significant revel, Por both Old Farmer and Circle Island passages and

both visual and auditory presentation nodes. The claim that obtained

recall differefices were due to organizational factors is fUrther'sup-
,

+r *S

ported by cons_ ering the hierarchical analysis of recall results. For '

both the Old Farther and Circle Island passages there was.art effect of

hierarchical location On recal probability of proposition& for the
'

6r A
STORY passages. No-effect of position in the-hierarchy was obtained

for the NO-THEME conditions. For the.,,AFTERilTHEME passages, however,

differences in recall due.-to hierarchiirl location were obtained.

particular, the advantage in recall, of the AFTEF=THEME over,the NO-

-

THEME condti. I occurred primarily in the additional recall of strgc-
-

turally central propositions located high in the hierarchy. Insofar as

5
the xestrucbving of information occurred in memory, the Pattern of re-

call began to resemble that for the STORY-passages;

As expected, varying the amount of structure in the passage did

not influence recall when the 'sentences were randomly arranged. -The

106
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identification of structural dependencies relies on theexpected order

of occurrence of the major story sub-parts and temporal and causal.re-

lationships among juxtaposed events. When these cdes,are removed from

the passagesJit is impOssible to utilize generalized structural infer-
.

mation; and learning of the passage is reduced to the learning of a set

af;

of unrelated sentences. For the DESCRIPTION paSsages, virtually no

plot structure was identifiable from the Material. Thus for this pas-

sage type, there.was no significant difference between Normal and Ran

'

4

dom presentation ers%

Subjects' inte al organization:of the experimental passages was
, .

.

further refleqted in the summaries they provided. 'While the summaries

for all.structUring conditibns were of approximately the same length,.

the character bethe summaries. was "vastly different. for the STORY

ies represented' only a small proportion of the re-passages the'su

palled facts of the Story.' The'particular facts selected for inclusion

in the summaries represented structurally cantralpeoPOsitions located .

lk
i .

.

`at
._

( at or near the topof the'representationalhierai'chY. Details and
, -

._ ...

,
sircificiactiOns were systematically-eicIuded

-

from the summaries. Far

.
. , . .

., the unstructured pasSages, summaries represented a, much larger.propor-
'.. i

-. - ,

tion of the total ,.of recalled peOpositiona. The content afthese,sum-
...,

. : . . 1P

maries,consiSted primarily of details' of the Eottiug or individu4..
.

events from the-passage, with no relationshit,to4structural Centrality..
-, -

'..

These summaries indicate the difficulty7S4joects experienced

turally ,.organizing,the.information'in thesepassages.'
.,.. I. e

.
.

The data frOm the recogpitiOn'Pru?i.de same
/

indizat. on of nature

inastruc-

.

of the information remembered from the passages by subjects; in the .1.

,

1

...v...

.a
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itions,, When the passages contain 'identifiable

plot structure, sub ct; identify and instantiateprototipical frames

withll
St'

specific information from, the passage.
,
Much ok_theprocessing'ef-

fort in these conditions is devoted to establiqhing the'abstract struc-

tural relationships ar'ong events-and characters. Hence much of. the.

,"

detailed surface information is forgotten.. HOwever, when the'passages
.

are less'structured more-processing effort is devoted toxetaining Sur-

face information ,from the. passages. This claim is supported by the,:
:

false alarm data for True Summarizations and Incorrect Fillerd. For

.both of these item types, the underlying-idea frdt the original text

preserved but detail in the surface structure is ,changed. For tLe True,

Summarization's, the changed-detail7is the Sumplarization of several
.

events from the passage into a single' statement that did not occur-orl.---,

is

ginally For the Incorrect Filler anevent occurring in!the passa4/
,

-:6
was. altered. in a single detail of tiMe or character involvement. For

these item types errors. were Most
-
frequentin_condl,tions in whic

passages-Were well-structured, and errors decry e with decreasing
1,.

structure./ /

.;the.TnCoereQt I renOeS, however, single events from the pae-

, ,

sages were ca ly linked irccirrectij ip the test item's,- While thr
, ,,,

,
.

structural_'", ,-
. sur.f.,a6eforms A the eVenta.were ihcact, (then, the relation-
,-:-- \

..

t .

.. ,,

ship oflthe-events was altered .to.form the basis of-the .falsgicadon
, .! - t.,?, .

.of the statemen, For these item /..Pypes, false alarm rates increased
-,: .

, ,

(t-n

.

e.

with decreasing-stucture.' That is, when the origNingl 'passage vas
i

., ...., , : - ... ,

-;

Weistructlured the causal relatiofishipamong7euents;Vere essgi.estab-1

lidied. *Thud Indorrett Inferences could easily be rejected
- .,

C

filse.
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.

When the passages were ligorly structured, subjects notad surface forms

but were unable to/iufer structural relatiohsh'ips. Thus they frequently

' false alarmed to Incorrect Inferdnces,.in which the component events of

the test item were individually

relationshIT was'not.

.4

true in the story but the structura4

0
YY

,1

O

- o

6
O

1
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CHAPTER 6

EXPERIMENT III

The results from Experiments I and II demonstrate,the importance

of the use of organizing fraOes in comprehension and memory for prase

passages. For two,particular stories, comprehensibility' and,recall were

prediCtable from the amount of inherent plot structure in the material.

In addition, the differences in recall for the Old Faxmer.and Circlei.

.

Island stories in the Normal presentation'condition suggeit the possible

iufluence on recall of other variables, such as concreteness, simplicity

of plot structure, and typicality of the events. We'rlow consider how

to charact erize differences between two stories of equivalent structural

grammaticality. For example, the.STORY-Normal versions of.both the Old

Farmer'aftd dittle-Island stories are structurally quivalent at a very

ra

general level: they utilize approximately the same number of-charac-

ters, they both Obey standard narrative conventions for temporal and

causal ordering of events, and, they both have identifiable goals, event

sequences that are attempts to, achieve the goal, and conclUsions'relatn

ing to the goalt Yet there is a sizable difference in the rated com-

prehenSibi ty and Mean recall level of the stories.

To a great extent, stories Of ehe approximate complexity of these
-.,

t ,

mayb characterized an two dimensions- -their structure and their cen-

\tent. The concept of structure has been used throughout this paper to

refer to the functional relationships existing among the components of a

story plot,.independent of any partiCular set of characters or the,speci-

fic actions they perform. Story content refers to the semantics of the

individual propositions of the story: the set of characters, specific

1LO

w.
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4 .

settAng .information and the actions taking plac among the' characters.

These-two dimensions are' distinct in that they ay be more or less inde-

pendently manipuleted_in the process of constructing stories. ;So, for

//
example, different stories may be constructed within the same structural ,

.4

framework, by.warying.the semantic-centent of the p sage while holding

the plot structure constant. Such 'pairs of stories wou be useful in

studying similarities in cognitive organization and memory for stories

having differing semantic content` but the same fOrMal structure.' Such a

manipulation would allow the assessment,of the effects of such variables

as linguistic complexity, meaningfulness 6f-the passage, and imagery On

memory for stories. Furthermore, if these variables were manipulated in

a story,context, their effects could be assessed in a relatiVely natu-
,

ralistic processing' environment, rather than in a set of isol

fated sentences

5

ti

,

Conversely, a potential experimental manipulation might involve the

't
construction of stories with-4ifferent underlying plot structures but

With identical settings and character sets. Sucira manipulation would

O. permit an independents assessment of the influence of particular plot

1:

structures on comprehensibility and recall, while .controlling for poten-

.

tial 'differences in comprehensibility dile to content.' in the most ex-
:

treme case, such manipulation would require holding constant these=

mantic content of each ' individual proposition, while.altering the infer-'

able structural 'relationships of the plot sequence. This was precisely
.

the manipulation performed.in Experiments I and II, in which the semen-

Jac content of individual prbpositions in the presented passages was

held constant across conditions which differed in the amount of inherent
. ,

,c,c ( 4,t L7,44-

. !'7 111
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plot structure.

Another possibility for the manipulation of structure would involve

the repetition of the character set and setting In two successive unre-

lated but equivalently well-structured stories. For example, the old

farmer and his animals might appear in a second story with a different

theme, plot structure, and.event sequeAces. This manipulation would

provide 4 measure,for the extent to which comprehensibility and recall

of the passages was'due to structural simplicity rather than simplicity

and familiarity of the character set and context.

The observed differences in rated comprehensibility and recall be-

tween the Old Farmer and Circle Island stories may be interpreted within
a

the analytic framework described abOve. Structurally, the Old Farmer

story is well-defined and simple. Each action of the story is an at-

tempt to achieve a specific goal, and the nesting of goals and subgoals
o

provides a ftructural redundancy,contributing;to the story's simplicity

and comprehensibility. Further redundancy in they story is provided by

the repetition of the same information in successive Sentences, as in

(1) and (2):

(1) . . . The farmer asked his dog to bark loudly at the

donkey and. thereby friOteri him into the-shed . .

So then, the'farmer asked his cat to scratch the dog

go the dog would bark loudly and thefebyfrighten the

donkey into the shed.

(2) As soon as the-cat got the milk it began to

scratch the dog. As soon as the cat scratched the

dog . . .

12
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.

Another advice providing. redundancy in the Old Farmer story:structure

is the repetition of surface forms in the description of similar actions,

as in .(3) and (4);4,,

(3)
First,, farmer leLLe..dide but the

donkey wouldn't move; Th the farmer pdshed the

donkey, but still the donk y wouldn't move . .

(4) . As soon as he gave the hay JONhe cow . .

As soon as the cat got the milk

As soon as the cat scratched the dog . .

The effect of these repetitions on a story comprehender is to reduce the

amount of new narrative jnformation in the'input stream-, increase the
-

extent to which previously-created structures for events may be utilized

in the'comprehension of current propositions, and to make explicit the

causal relationships among'events. In addition, the overall plot struc-

ture is a familiar one which ha's been utilized4n nweroUSesAmple-sto-

ries; hence the frame for the 'story's structure is one alre familiar

to subjects
a.

In contrast, the Circle Island pIat, is not hlghly'stereotypical in

itsits structure: .Thered's little.inhskient°redundancx in thepaisage in

.J. terms of repetition of propositions` or surface forms.. As such, subjects

should find the constructiOn of the appropriate organizational frames

' more tifficult than for the Old Farmer. story.- If this were in fact the

'case, then the observed results Of lower rated coMprehensibility and
,

.

.
.

..,!,,,,.

,mean recall would be expected.

C' D.

".1

.>,,$imil , the content af the4ad Farmer story is simPlei,.Mote
-,

comb a ensible, and more concrete than that-of the Circle Island story.

-t
i13
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In the former, the characters consist of a farmer and familiar farm'

animals: a dog, a cat, a cow, and a donkey. Furthermore, the animals'

actions in the story are stereotypical of-their normal-behaviors: the

donkey stubbornly balking, the dog barking, the cat'drinking,miik, and

the cow eating hay,and giving milk. The use of these standard, highly-

frequent animals and their associated actions in the Story means that
...,

,
4

previously- learned frames 'May .be accessed and used by subjects in com7

prehending and remembering the-story. By contrast, it wruld be expected

.that if the animals of the Old Farmer (014,Zookeeper) story had instead

been a gftu,,a lemur, an iguana, and a penguin engaged in uncharacteris-

tic actions, th mean recall level and domprehensibility.ratings for. the

story would,be reduced. In the Circle Island story, anew "characteP

was introduced, thepro-canal association; the other charadters (sena-
*

tors, .farmers, ranchers), were less concrete and familiar than the farm

antals Furthermore, the ;existence of the Circle Island characters in
. .

.

,
. .

the story was 'less obViously suggested by the Context and setting of

(.

the story-thanan the Old story, and the actions carried:out by

these chaacters are not highly associatedwith them.

)
,.., Ther establishing the 'roles and relationships of the charad-

.

1

' tes. in the
,

Circle:Island story would be expected to require more learn;'

ing than for the Old Farmer - story, since'Iess extra-experimental know-
.

.ledge Could, be brought to bear,in making those assignments.- Thusat

.

;wot.4d be prediCted on the 'basis of content `differences that comprehen-

sibility and recall of the Circle Island story should be lower than for

the Old Farmer story.

:(2
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1 .

Experiment II provided some experimental evidence for these expec-

tations In the. form of higher mean/comprehensibility ratings and recall

'levels for the Old Farmer story than for the Circle Island story. How-.
. .

ever, because of the confounding of structure and content differences

between the two stories, it was impossible to assess to-what extent each
e

of these dimensions contributed to the observed differences. It was'of

interest to determine the. independent effects of structure and content

on memory in a controlled experimental situation. In Experiment III

passages with controlled structure and content were presented to sub=-

jects for later recall. The concreteness and familiarity of the content

of the passages was varied, as was the structure of the plot, in order

to determine-their separate effects on recall.

Two,passages were presented in sequence, and relationship be-

--'''`'tween the two .passages was systematically varied. In one condition, the

.

'.. . ; i

two passage were identical in plot structure, but differed in the parti,

cular set of characters and their actions. It was of interest to 'deter-
,

mine whether the repetition of a plot structure in'two.stories would

relAtorce the structural. frame for the plot and hence facilitate-learn-

.ing of the second story, even though it contained unrelated characters,

actions, and a different setting. In a second 'condition, the set. of

characeers remained constant, whereas the structure of the two stories

varied. .Thus, a story with a given set of characters would be followed

by a new story, structurally unrelated, with the same characters. Two

alternative hypotheses for the expected effects of thid manipulation

are possible. If presentation ,of the first story ±nkroduces.unfamiliar

or abstratt.cancepts for which refereneial.contexts and relationships

115
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are established,' then these relationships might be maintained and

A utilized.in a second story, . The'repetition of these characters and rd-
..,, 4)

i a

lationships in a second passage would allow' subjects to utilize the
c..,

4
structures encoding the relatio ships among characters which had been

...

formed:duri'ng cOmprehension of the first passage. This priming effect
i...-'

v
,for characters, similar to the,one.described above for Plot structures,

0,
.

.

might be expected to facilitate secOnd-passage learning-by providing

---------increased meaningfulness to the-charaeters and their relationships.

If, on the othe.hand; contextual and relational information about

characters provided in the first story was unrelated or,inappropriate
,/

to'the second story, then the.repetitiOnof character sets would have

nterfering effects on the'earning of the second story. On, subsequent

recall, then, it would be expected that this proactive interferenCe

would producela.reduction in recall levels relative to a condition in

which the character s et was not repeated.

Method

Materials

if
0

. ,
7 ,

..,,""Tour stories were use, representing two distinct plotatrVctures
.':'

.

- , .

and two character 'sets. e structures (denoted hereafter by 'S) were,
.

.

taken from the STORY Normal passages of Experiment II. The structure

of the Farmer story (SF) consists Of%a statement of a.desired goal con--

dition, folloWed by a series Of,attempts,by the main character to

achieve the fzia.1.:, Each subsequent attempt results in the creation of

a nested subgoal (to a depth If four), and eventually each subgoal is

achieved and the top level; goal is attained. The structure of the

116
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Circle Island story_(Sc) involves the statement of a goal and the Crea2

Ytion of a s4bioal by the main, character, the attainment of which is pre-
.

\

sumed to lead directly to the attainment of the main goal. However,

after the attainment of the subgoal, another character,interVenes and

prevents attainment of The top-level goa l. The resolution .of the story

is the planned k accomplished retaliation by the main character foro.

,denial of the go41\

Fromeach of these,structures two stories Ware constructed by us-

ing abstract or concrete character sets (denoted,by C). These charac- r

ter sets corresponded closely to those uillized in the passages of

ExperiMent II. The concrete character set (CF) consisted of the char-

- - ,
acters from the Farmer story! the farmer, his donkey, his dog, his cat,

. 7
.

and his cow. The passage utilizing. these characters and the Farmer,
. )

,

ustrcture (SFytwas precisely the STORY-Normal passage of Experiment I

(seeLAppendix la). Another" passage was constructed utilizing these

chararaad the plot structure lof the Circle Ialand'story (SCCF).

0

This passage is presented in Appendix Ina. abstract

Character set, was used with the two structures to prodiice two other

stories.. This character set was similaro to the set used in the Circle
_

. <,s

Island passages of Experiment II, but was altered so be, less con-

creteand meaningful.' The characters were three arbi trary, abstract
,

groups:called the Populists, the ,Federalists, and the senators. The

. . .

story constructed from this character set and the. Circle'Island struc-
,

ture (S0)differed from-the STORY-Normal passage of Experiment II

only in the, substitution of the and Federalists for fir=s

mers and ranchers (set Appendix TIM)." The other passage
F
c
C
)

0.
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et ,

/

involved 'ale Federalists' attempt to win passage of a bill in the Senate

. e ,
.

with the ensuing creation of-four liested subgoals and theleventual sue-
.

,

.tess of the bill. *yhis passage is presented. in Appendix ILIc.

..,..,,,_ ...-7.--<,

Subjects ...',,

\ ,.. ,
. -

Forty-eight Stanford undergraduateS

,

partieipated in the one-hour

experiment for either $2.00 pay or f
to satisfli a course requirement.

Design

2 X 2 X 3 between-subject design was used. The independent var- _

iables were character set of Story 2 (concrete: CF,:and abstract:

plotOtructure o Story 2 (S
P
And S

C
and the relationship between

Storyl And Story 2, The threetypes of sequential relationships between

. -1

stories 1 and 2 were same structure, same characters,'or unrelated.
/4

In thekunrelated condition a subject would receive as hig second story

Vie one sage of the remaining three which shared neither structure

"nor content with his'tirst passage. For eXample,A.subject.in this con--

dition would.receive as his two stories either the pair SFCFc5-
SCCC,

or the pair SFCc - ScCF. In total, then, there were 12 possible pe-

- quences of story pairings.

Procedure ,

Subjects were tested in groups varying in size from one to four

0

people. An incidental learning procedure was used. Subjects werein-
,

.

structed- that they would,be presented a set'" of stories, aone "At time,
A

for which they -were to perform 'several ratings on a 1 (low) to 10 (high)
0

scale. Ratings were. performed on three dimensions: comprehensibility,

118
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imagery, and meaningfulness. The comprehensibility instructions were

identical to those. in,Experiments I and II. For imagery, subjects were

:instructed to rated how vivid a mental picture or image they could con-.
.,/

struct of the actions and characters portrayed tin the story. -For'meen-

-.

ingfulness, stiblects'rated.the extent to which they could identify; the

chardtters "and actions of the story to preVious experiences they had

had,' other stories they, had dead, or familiarity they had with the char-

acters and problems being discussed.

Passages were presented-visually. An overheadprojeCror displayed

th'e stories on ayall in front df the subjects. Eath exposure ontained

one .entire sentence, and a five-second interval was used for each expo-

. ' ,.

sure. Since the stories varied from 16 to 18 senterIces_ length,-total

stimulus presentation time was approximately 90 seconds.4 After presal-

tdtion of the first story by this method, -subjects performed the(Chree

,ratings. The procedure was then-repeated with the second story. When
. .

subjects had.completed.the ratings for thesecond story, they performed
. ,

an unrelated interpolated reading task for approximately 310 iminutes.`

, 1 ,

. ,

,r4

Subjects Were then instructed to recall verbatim the first passage they

had'been presented. ''Recall instructions were'identical to those in,

.' ) . .-4

Experiments -I. and. II.
k. Recalls were writtepon a blarfk sheetof paper,

,
. . .

And unlimited recall tilme was allOwed. When recall was completed for

the. first story, subjeere nasked to recall the second story irk

same manner.
,

.1.
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'Results

, s
mean ratings of Comprehensibility, Imagery, end,,Meaning-

fulness were c'omput'ed for each story type and conglined across both ser-

ial positions.. The'mean, ratings for the variousbstorieS are giv en in
.

,Table 4-' For Comprehensibility; the' can rating for .S 'the two stories.
- . F'

utilizing the Old Farmer structurt,(8.73), was greater than those sto-

ries utilizing the Circle Island strutture (S
C.

= 7.48) . This difference
.

,yemrsignifitant, F(1,'92) = 9:10, 2..005. There were no sighificant

differences in Comprehensibility ratings due to either diaracters or

the interaction betWeen Structure and Characters. For Imagery Ratings,

there was a large 'difference in mean ratings for those stories using

the ,Old FArgr characters (C'
F

= 7.73) and those using the Circle Island
.--

characters (Cc = 5.16). This_difference
.

Was *ghly reliable,F(1;92)
%

3

= 28.63, 2_ < 001. No significant..differences due to Structure or 'in-.
..

,teractionwereobtained for Imagery ratings. For, Meaningfulness, no
'-'

_

.

differences werd'obtained due to either StTUCture or Characteig. Since
I

it was possible tliatcthe effect oLr'epeating a character set across
': _.,. .- ,

:

`stories might increase the subjective meaningfulness of the second
.... -,. .

. .

.
.

.

.,
_ .

story, the. Meaningfulness ratings. for the pecondipaasage presented were

t.

computed for both new and repeated Charactersets.' The meanrating for
41

new character sets thus obtained '(5.06) was greater than for repeateg.,

charadter'sets (4..56), but this. difference Was not significant.

In addition-to the three ratings for a presented `story, the total.-
.

number, of 'propositions recalled fqr the. story was determined for each .

\ .-

subject by scoring therecall.Protocols.for gist according to the:pia:3-

cedures used in Experiments I and II. Since the total number of pro-
''t .

.

,

positions varied slightly for the four stories (between 33 and 37),
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7.46
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7.48
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Meaningfulness
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6.25

7.73
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,recall 4Naores were. converted to 'proportions. The aresin tans formations
., .

-''?of these p ortions were used in statistical tests to inth.ire h amO gen--

,eit'v of tell variances. -'

f.P

The relationship between'rated. comPreVensibility and recall was

determined by correlating theWo-litairted measures- across all story. tYpes
,

an& pairing conditions. As expected, there w
1

tion between rated comprehensibility and subse
.Z1

t(94) = 6.45, p_ < Si 11x1

s' stgnifidant;c6rrela-,

recalls r ='.553

lar,ly, there was a is gnificant-though _

smalleit correlation betwe4n rated imagery and reitall forall passages;)
'4., .

-r = .37, t(94) = 3.87, "2...< .01.
. 1

Ovekall, r-.tcall-if the stories improved with. practice. The mean.
recall level of all stories, presented. Trist-was 40%, while mean-i-lecall

C.

ef, stories' presented second WaS,49%. These mean differed
51' .

F(1,24)- g-- 8.'49, p_ .0*-','Both:S,tructu re and Character variables
s

enced recall. Adrciss -ihe entire experlizen, recall of stories using
,.. . ,

- ,, .

the Old Farmer structure--(5 %) was significantLy greater'. than recall,. of ,...,_--
. .

- e .

stpFiS.. using the CircleIsland structure (35%), F(1,24) 4-- 21.51; in ..

f,..
, , ,

..

,., ,,.. -

.01.'' Sintilarly, niean rec5.11. orstdrieo utsing the Old Farmer character
-

,-,set (49.) was reliabiY geater, than recall of stories using ,the. circle.
.

..1, '' s.,
. . , ...

'I.s.land character set (40%) , F(1,24) = 8.18, 2. < :01. None of the inter-
e .Structure,actiohs among, u Character.; or Serial Position were significant.

. ,.

1Sepatate. anal'yses of ariance were performed on the data from the
.''. .. -

.. Iv .
, . '9 ,,'.first and second sEory,recalls, in order to assess.1, as an independeht._ .. .

variable the effects of.the throe types Of inter-story relationship; on
0 s

recall. .. For the stories presented first to subjects, b=oth the Old
.o,

armer structure and characters prodid bettei recall.

122- j.
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(')

of the: story types was 60% for (Old Farmer' structure and cliaract-

.

ers), 40% for SFCC, N% for §cCF, and 26% for ScCc. The effect due to
_ v

Structuie was significant, F(1,36) = 7.16, 2 < .02, as was the effect

due to Character set, F(1,36) = 14.28, 2. < .01. The results of both
'

recall. and comprehensibUtity rgtingS replicate the findings of Experi-
, j ) ,

__,.-

. .

ment II. In thgt experiment, the Old'Farmer story in the STORY-Normal

condition (designated as SFCF heie) produced higher comprehensibility

ratings andand fecall levels than the Circle Island story (designated as'
k n

SCCC hers). Overall,, mean recall levels were lower for the stories in

Experiment III than in Experiment II. This result may be attributed

primarilyto thg use of an intentional learning procedure in Experiment

II and an incidental learning procedure here. '

First story recall was not influenced by which story followed it

in the presentation, sequence. Oyerall, recall level of the first story,

WAS 39% when followed by preSentation-of an unrelated story, 45% when
AI

follewed by a story utilizing the same'structure, and 36% when followed

by a story with the...same character set. These percentages were not re-

liably different.

The results for second story recall are summariied In Figure 16,

The proportion of propositionssrecalled is given as a function of story

type And relatednesS between the first and second stories. It may;be

noted that in five out of six instances the mean recall for stories,us-
,

ing the Old Farmer structure was higher than for the corresponding

story (i.e., the story with the same _character set) using the Circle

;

Island structure. This ma ffect of the Structure variablgon.recali

was-reliable, F(1,36) = 18.32, < .01. Considering the Chatac.ter

.
23
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Figure 16. Mean recall proportions for the stories and relatedness

con t. ons,of Experiment ITT.
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variable, in six out of the six pairs the stories using the Old Farmer

characters were recalled better than the corre onding stories using

the Circle Island characters. hese differences due to characters was

reliable, F(106) = 20.10, 2<

The three lines in Figure l6 represent the recall proportions af

0 the four stories as a function of the relatedness of the first and sec-
.,

and stories presented. Overall, the mean recall of all fpur stories

when the first story was unrelated (i.e., had different Structure and

Characters) was 51%. This mean is broken down into proportions for

each story type in the middle line of Figure 16. When the second story

presented repeated the structure of the first story, the mean recall

level overall was 02%. 'This mean is a composite of the four points in

the top line'of Figure 16. When the second story presented to subjects

repeated the same character. set, the overall recall level was 377... This

condition is represented in the bottom line of Figure 16. It may be

noted that when'the story structure was repeated recall improved over

the unrelated condition for all stories. Similarly, when the character

set was 'repeated-in the second story, .recall was worse than in' the un-

related condition for all four stories. This effect due.to the related-

ness variable was. highly reliable, F(2,36) = 1 .01. Newman-

Keuls' tests declared both the'oVerall means for Repeated Structure and

Repeated Characters to differ reliably from the'mean for Unrelated

stories (2 < .05, for both).
. .
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The results presented here suggest that both structure and content

play an important role'in memory for stories. The rated comprehensi-

bility of stories was found to be solely a function of structural comr

plexity. When the plot structure was made simple through the use of

repetition and redundancy, the stories were rated as easy to comprehend.

A more densely structured plot with no repetition produced lower com-

prehensibility ratings. Story Imagery, -on the other hand, appears to

be strictly a function.of content as defined by thestory characters-
%

and the particular actions they perform. However, rated imagery was

unaffected by structural complexity of the stories., Both comprehensi-

bility and imagery...ratings were significantly correlated with recall,

and, insofar as.the two variables reflect metrics of structural .com-

plexity

0

and content concreteness, indicate the influence of structure

and content components in memory for stories.

) ,
, 1

.
,

.--A,s, direct evidence-for the independent influence of structure and
. ..,/r.' 4 - . .

t,),..
.

content on recall of stories, both these variables. were significant

sources of variance in n-recall of both-first- and second-presented sto-
tf

ries. As expected, recall was best when the plct structure was that

taken, from the Old Farmer story. The relatively high comprehensibility

ratings for thisi case suggest that subjects could readily produce the

required plot frame for the story and use it to encode the events of.

the story. When the artle Island structure was used. in the presented

stories, the reduced comprehensibility ratings indidate that subjects

found it more difficult td produce the integrating framework, for the

Story plot. This difficulty in identifying the. appropriate Organizinv

P
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frames was directly reflected LA the decreased recall, propoftions rela-
,

l
tive to those stories using the Old Farmer structure.

Similarly, rated imagery-of ehd stories was found to exert a signi- \ .

ficant influence on recall. In the context of this experiment,: the

"Imagery" variable referred to s1veral characteris*tics of story content.

The concreteness of the specific characters in the stories was varied

by using either the highly-concrete, imaginable, and familiar Old Far -
.

merchsracters (an Old Farmer, donkey, dog, cat; and .cow) or the more,

abstract and less familiar Circle Island characters, which were crcepts

representing variouS'instItutional collectives (the PopUlista, the

Federalists, the Senate; a scientist, and a union). The actions per-

formed by the Old Farmer characters were concrete and highly imaginable:

the dog barking, the caw giving milk, and so an. The actions. of the

Circle Island charactersk on the other hand, werd abstract in that:they

dealt with complex political maneuvers among the story's characters,

the comprehension of which involved extensive abstract knowledge about

the political dynamics of democratic governments. Furthermore, the

.actions of the Old Farmer characters were thosetypicaIly associated

with the animals who perform them, and hence were easily imaginable in

association with the animals. So, for example,it is relatively simple

to imagine a caw giving milk or eating hay. This-sCereotypy was not

present with the.Circle Island characters, whose actions were those of

political factions performing absetact actions,for the achievements of

specific goals. While the observed effect of character set on recall

was found to correlate well with imagery, it might be argued that the

effect was due not to imagery but to the extreme familiarity of subjects
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with the Old Farmer animals and their highly-associated actions, which

produced-positive transfer in the learning the stories in which they

appeared. The obtained meaningfulness ratings Apr stories represented

an attempt to assess this effect of familijity,. Subjects were in7
71-r

structed to rate the "meaningfulness" of each presented story aCcording,

to how familiarthe charaCters and their actions were to them, and to

.what qtent the narrative was similar to or consistent with incidents

they knew or had read about previously. The'mean ratineithus obtained

Ashowed no differengets in meaningfulness due to the two different Char-

acter sets. Thus; insofar as meaningfulness ratings may be taken as a

measure-'of extra-experibental familiarity, it appears that a familiarity

explanation cannot account for the abtaineA differences in recall due.-

to character sets.

While structure and content of stories significantly-influenced

recall of both first- and second presented stories, transfer effects
4

between the two stories were obt
r
fned only for recall of the second sto-

.

Story. First-7story delayed recall levels were unaffected by whether'
.-

the immediately-presented second story repeated, structure, chaatters,

orwasunrelated.Thustherewasnoretroactiveinterferenceorfaci-
y

litation of first-storyT.delayed recall due.tO relatedness of the two

stories. :
In second-story recall, however, the relationship of thejfirst-

presented story to the second had a marked effect on recall. When the

story structure was repeated in both Stories, reca4.1 of the second

story wassignificantly.iMproved relative to the control condition in

which the two stories were unrelated.-.This.was.trbe despite the fact
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that the setting, characters, and specific events in the passages were

unrelated and non - overlapping, in the two stories. This improvement in.

recall. was obtained for each othe four stories used as stimuli in

the experiment. These. results suggest that a priming effect or pro-
.

active facilitation occurred when2the same structure was repeated in

both stories: During warning of the first story, the events were com-

prehended and encoded in terms of the abstract framework incorporating

the goals of the main: character, the attempts to achieve those goals,

the outcomes of the attempts, and the ultiMate resolution, of the story

theme. The frames for these structural relationships are context7free

in the sense that the relationships are independent of any particular

set of characters or actions. When the first-presentedstory had been

comprehended, a1set of the frames had been organized into a structure

corresponding .tO Ve structural relationships presented in the passage.

When the second story was presented, subjects became aware at some

point during comprehension that the structures of the twotstories.:was

related; -(Most subjects in this condition reported during post

experimental debriefing that they had noticed that the two stories had

the same "idea,""theme," or "Oat.") When recognition of the struc-

tural similarity occurred, subjects could then use the same structure

which had been formed during first-story comprhension for second-story

comprehension. This ability to use an already-existi, organitation

would then fadilitate the learning process relative to the case in

jwhich an entirely new structure would have to be formed.

In contrast to the results for repeated structure,

.. .

of characters in the two stories produced. tive*interference.
.../

he repetition
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Story.2 recall was worse fOr all four passage's when the character set

was common to both presented-stories than whenqhe two pagsagres were

-unrelated.. The nature of the interfering effectS for repeatedoharac-

ters seemed to focus on subjects' inability.to discriminatein which

story a particular action or subject of actions among the characters
-o

occurred. During first-story c'omprehen'sion -a framework was formed

encoded the relationship and-actions among the Characters in a

particular plot sentence. When these same characters were engaged in.

a different set.of actions and .relationships in the' second. story, a new

set of structures encoding the relationships had to-be constructed in

".
memory. Over time the ability to maintain the discriminability of. ac-

;

tions and contexts decreased, especially since. no intentional learning

.instructions'were giVen and thus rehearsal is assumed to be minimal.

This interference is assumed to lead to a. breakdown of the organizing

structure for the two plot sequences, and hence a,breakdown in the or-

ganization.among propositions from the original passages. When recall

was required on a delayed test, then, the subject was,_unable to use ef-

fectively the organizing frame6. to recall the individual propositions

from the original texts. One subject in this condition experienced

such strong interference effects that 50 % ,of the prbpositions recalled

during first-story recall were intlrusions from the second story, and

the subject could nbt remember a single proposition from the second

story when asked for. Story 2 recall. While this.extreme case was the .

exOeptiOn rather'than the rule, it.demonstrates the phenomenon of con-
,

fusion between passages in the condition. The more typical recall pro-
,

tocol of a story in this, condition contained manyAfewer intrusions, from
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the other story (less than 10% for all subjects in this Condition).

Rather, the effects of interference due to character repetition seemed

to occur at .the more general level of abstracting structural character-
,.

istics of the plot during second-story presentation.' The goal'struc-

tures and character relationships established during first - stork= pre-

sentation prevented the easy reassignments by subjects of theSe char--

acters to roles 'in a' second plot sequence.</ Hence second-st yrecells

;
were often more *ambling and disorganized with respect to the plot

.,

structure than first -story recalls, and only rarely Vunctuated by intru-

sions of propositions from the first story. -Since this interference:

effect was obtained only for .secondpresented stories and not for first-.

preiented stories, it appears that the,effect is operative during stor-

age and learningand not at'the retrreval or output stage. It the

latter were the case, it would be expected that the interference effect'

would be observable in reduced recall of both stories.

It should be noted that the proactive interference effect obtained

here is expected only in those cases in which subsequent passages uti-

lized entirely different plot sequen es, requiring the reassignment of

Character roles and relationships in each new story context. This con-

dition maylie'cOntrasted with a case in which subsequent passages are
.

in some sense continuations" of each other; that is, subsequent pas-

sages elaborate the same theme or present new problems to be solved.

Within the same, context or character roles and relationships. If this

were the case, it would 'be expected that positive transfer due to char-

acters would occur, and second-story.recall would improve relative to

,a control condition with two unrelated stories.

1 3 i
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CHAPTER 7

EXPERIMENT IV

4
One aspect of the process of story-comprehension which has been

implicitly assumed thus far but riot addressed directly is the process

of drawing inferences from text. The comprehension-model which has been,

proposed here_assuMes that as people read stories they abstract.fra4

incoming propositions linguistic and structural features. that they use

to encode the propositions into an organizational framework. The abi-

lity to extract the relevant information and make the proper inference's

depends on a wide variety of stored information; including knowledge

about the world, the laws,of phYsics, causality, ,conventions of plot

construction, and author-reader Conventions employed, in narrative dis-.

course [e.g., conversational postulates (Grice, 1967), presupposition7

implication conventions (Just & Clark, 1973),

tract (Haviland & Clark, 1974)].

Much reaearch.has been conducted in an attempt to characterize the

processes involved in perfirmfng,specific types of inferencing, includ-

ing intra- and inter-sentential nominal and pronominal reference

(Charniak, 1973), verb-based Conceptual inferences (Schank, 1972;

Schenk, 1973; Rieger, 1974), and local relational inferences based on
t

d the Given-New con-

14;4- of spatial relations and physical lawi of the universe Oransfoa

,Frenke 1971; Aransford, Rarclay,,&, Franks, 1972). The types'of in-

ference primarily dealt with in the comprehension model for Experiments

I and II are those.connecting temporally separated events of astory by

positing causal relations among events or underlying character puipose

1321
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and'intent
-

in the. performance of actions. It is through. the use of

_

e,tnse types of inferences that people identify the structural units of

a plot sequence and hence build an organizational frame for the story.
.-

It is hypothesized that during the comprehension stories, these

events
,,

higher-level relational inferences among events occur in tweways.
. . .

First, the comprehension of a particular event in isolation from other

events In the story' requires the identification ofthe appropriate pro=

toth3e frame or situational context for that event. This .6.116Ws_the

assignment of particular sentential elements to appropriate slots in
r.

the frame, provides 4efault assignments and'oontxts frOm the prototype

when-specific information is missing inthe currently-processed event,

and generates 'plausible.inferences as part of a scenario or expectation

against which subsequently occurring events may be-patched. This in

stantiation of a protdtypical frame is analogous to the creation of

token node with pointer to,the appropriate type node which is presumed'

t

to occur for concepts in propositional memory models'(e.g., AndersOn &
,

Bower, 19'73)'. For example, the sentence

(1) John gave Mary the book.
- .

.

1,,
, .1 .

would cause'the creatip of a new "transfer" frame, with John as the
. 0

r.

donor, Mary as the recipient, and the bOok as the object.. A plausible
r.

inference generated by this fiame-dight lie that "John didn't have the

o

hook any more." However, the sentence:,

(2) John gave Mary the lesson-.

would produce during camprehinsion the creation °ran entirely differ;-

ent "teaching frame, for which the inferenCe "John didn't have tie

lesson any more" would not apply. That is,.(1) and:(-2) differ not just
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in the oblectc position, but they refer to- completely different actions

with different sets of related inferences. Hence thepinitial-selection

of the proper event frame determines whidh inferences may be. plausibly

generated for the event.

The second way in which inferencdb may be generated

incoming event cannot be mappedrini-o any of the currently active frames;

that is, the current event does not fit into the expected context. When

this occurs inferences are generated from the current event backwards

in an attempt to establish an inferential chaih between an earlier frame

and the current event. This general processflof backward inferencing has

been referred to as "bridging" (Clark, l975).. If this inferential chain

can be estalilished,-.the current event tan bimapped into an appropriate
ac .,

context, or a higher-order structural tram incofOorating the current

--tad Frevions event and their inferences ay be instantiated.' For ex-
$ /

ample, ctinsider, the sequence

(3),4JOhn came Into -the room.

(4). The ,chandelier was beautifIl&

1.-Clearly, an expeCtanCyfor chaAdeiier6 did not. result from the compre-

enSion of .(3). When (4) is-encounteredi.itis necessary, to find an .

Q 4

'inference chain relating the two sentences. The shortest and most.-
.
.

: ,
:

fOusible chain would be something like: "John came into the room.'.'
. .

The room contained a chandelier. John-saw the chandelier. The ,Cli

',

, ...,

cipher was betitiful.7 .r
1.

..

A sintple process model for ehe comprehension of an eventhin_:ar
,

.:...
.

,

.

.-Stpry is, given in Figure D. When a new event is input, a s of plau-
-.

, .,
.

. ).--1

slble infereAtes,from that event 'are generated.' Taltactual number' of
. -

I
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A simple process model for the generation of inferences

during story comprehension..

.
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inferences generatedidegends on such factors as presentation rate

a
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the story, the' complexity of'the,material, the instructions :given to

the subject for processing the material, and the subject's Perceived

purpose in reading the story. If there is a currently:actfve frame or

context into which the event can be mapped,it iaratored with its in--
ferences, and a new event is input. Otherwise, backWard inferencirig is .

initiated in order to establish a path to a previoUs-frame for a si'tua-
O

'tion or proposition. If no path is found, the current event will be

stored without Aagctefit tof.en organizational .context, .perhaps ;with a

special tag pr label identifying it as a peculiar oub-of7context -evett..

The probability that this event can be later retrieved wouldbeexpgcted

to be low due to the. fact that:no-Inferential pathway to.another,eVent'

or higher-order context ieassociated with it for use -as a retrieval .

cue. An exception to this expectation of low retrieval probability

would occur if only one` or a few events were ifiarkdd as "peculiar:: in an

otherwise-csbheren context. . In this case, the oddity 'of the misfitting,"

event might introduce a saXience to the out-of-place event'that would

increase recall Probability. -If, "on the other hand, virtually 411,

events.in the input text were comprehended without benefit of context,

or organizing framework, the overall proportion of text recall would bd. ,

expected. to be poor; .This is the process that ial3resumed-to account

for subjects poor performance on recall of DESCRIPTION' passages or
dolt04 a

randomly-ordered passages in,Experiment II.
A.

If an infereAtial chain can be established between tho current

event and a previdW frame, the current frame and the infeiential chain

are stored -:as part of A higher-order structuratlunit incorporating the'

136 -
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two events.and-their relational-inferences.
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Let us consider'the way in which the occurrence of an event can .

influence the plausibility of the inferences stored with 'a previously-
,

learned event. If an'event depends for comprehension on a prior event

and a particular one of its inferences generated at the time of input

of the prior event', then the plausibilfty,andjiobable validity of the

stared inference would be increased. On the other hand, if the second
. ,

event canzbe readily associated with the prior event though a chain

which suggests the inappropriateness or implausibility of a particular

inference associated with the first event, then that inappropriate in-

ference may be removed from the frame associated with that event.

Finally, if the second event is unrelated to"a particular inference

. from the first event, then the occurrence of the second event should

not affect the ',perceived plausibility of the inference.

Fbr example, consider a story containing the sentence

(5) The hamburger chain owner was afraid his love for

"his french fries would ruin his marriage.
5

In comprehending (5), one might reasonably draw the following infer-
(

entes:

.i.

0(6) The hamburger chain owner got his french ffies for free,
-

.

. ,

(7) The hamburger chain- owner's wife didn't like 'french fries.

(8) The hamburger chain owner was very fat.

These inferences might be stored with the frame representing (5) since

they are all somedlh'at suggested by (5). Singe (7) and (8) both refer

\to possible reasons why the,hamburger chains owner's marriage is rocky,

.it is probable that.only,Ond of them is actually, the correct inference.

5
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This follows from the assumption thae in simple stories the author does

not intend ambiguity, and that there is a simple reason for everything.

HOwev r, there is not sufficient information in (5) to distinguish the

re1ative plausibilities of (7) and (8),.. Later in the story the follow-
.

ing sentence occurs:

(9) The hamburger chain owner decided to join weight-

watchers in order to save his tharriage.

In order to understand (9), the reader would need' to build an inference

chain back to (5) which included as one of its links inference (8)'.

That is, the husband was, obliged to join weight-watchers to savigbis

marriage not because his wife didn't like fries, but because he was fat

and his wife didn't like obesity. Thus*the probable validity of <8)

becomes reinforced, and (7) reduced in plausibility with respect to (6),

which is presumed unaffected bylthe occurrence of (9).

Suppose on the other hand that the later sentence in, the story is

not (9) but the following:

(9,') The hamburger chain owner decided to see a marriage

counselor in order to save his marriage.

In' order fof a subject to comprehend this sentence, an inference chains

from (5) would be produced in approximately the following way:

(5) The hamburger' chain owner was afraid his love for his

french fries would ruin his marriage,

(10) He wanted to save his marriage.

(11) He thought a marriage counselor would help save the

marriage.
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(9') He, decided to see almarriage counselor in order to

save his marriage.

129'

Neither (6), (7), nor (8) is required in this inference chain, nor is

there any information in (9') to suggest any alteration- in.their plau-'

9 r
A

sibility. Thus it-would be expected that theperceived plausibility of

(6), (7Y, and (8) would remain unchanged in the story contAining.(9').

These assumptions were tested in Experiment IV. Stories were con-

structed in which.target-sentences [such.as (5) above] were followed

later in the story by a, "continuation" sentence such as (9) or (9')

that depended upon the targetentence plus an inference chain for its

comprehension. After presentation of a set of stories, a recognition

test was given for sentences from the stories. The data of interest
,

were the false alarm rates for test items. False items consisted of

inferences from the target sentences [such as (6), (7), and (8) above]4 1.

which were equated for plausibility-when occurring in stories contain-

ing neutral continuation sentences [such as (9')]. For each'target-
*

continuation pair of sentences, three inferences were constructed.

The continuation sentence for Bach target sentence was one of two

types. In-the control condition, the three inferences were neutralFith

respect to the continuation sentence.. That is, the continuation seni

tence and its inference chain to the target sentence neither relied on

nor disconfirmed the test inferences qe.g%, sentence (9') above]. Since

:the test inferences were all equally plausible, and their plusibility

-
was unaffected by the continuation sentence in the control condition,

it was expected that th-e>false alarm.rate for all test inferences would
b a

be equal.
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,)
In the experimental.condition, comprehension of the continuation

sentence required the use of the target sentence and one of the test

inference6 (designated as the Appropriate inference). Given the eon-
:4

tinuation sentence and it's presumed inference chain to them target sen-

. tence, one of the-three test inferences would be inappropriate anethds

reduced6in plausibility (the Inappropriate inference): The third of

the threec-inferences would be neutral with respect to, the continuation

sentence (referred to.hereaftkr as the NeutraLinference). Hence the

.neutral inference was equally plausible for both typeS-Of continuation

sentences.` For the example given above, (9) was the continuation sen-
t

tence in the experiMental condition: Sentence (8) would. then be the

ApprOpriate inference, (7)the Inappropriate inference, and (6) the

. I

Neutral inference.

It was expected that reinforcing the Appropriate inference with

the experimental continuation sentence would result-in the storage of

that inf *rice in memory with the target and continuation events. the

opportunity for generating and storing the Appropriate inference could

thus arise twice: during comprehension of e.targe sentence, and in .

building the backward:inference chain frOm the continuation sentence to,

the target sentence. In contrast, the single opportunity for generating,

-7.-Neut.ral-Inferences would arise during comprehension of the target sen-

tence, while the continuation sentence was unrelated to theae Inferences

and hence would not activate them. If-this wasthe case, then it would

be expected that the false alarm rate for Appropriate inferences would
.

be higher than for the Neutral inferences. Similarly, the loss'of plau-
,

eibility for the Inappropriate inferences by the continuation sentences

411' 140"
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would result in a lower false alarm rate for test items of this type

. than for the Neutral inferences.

4

Subjects

Method

-4%

'Subjects were 48'Stanford undergraduates who participated in the

one -hour session for either $2.00 pay or to satisfy a course require-

men t.

Materials . 6;

Four unrelated stork hich hacLa mean length of 20 sentences

were constructed for,,Use in Experiment IV. Each story included two

target-continua od pairs of sentences embedded in the .text. Each

story had two versions, one with the control continuation sentences and

bne. with the experimenta continuation sentences.

To insure that the roduction-frequency and appropriateness of the

nferences were as postulated, normative productions and plausibility

ratingSWt-Inferences were obtained for all target-continuation sen-

tence pairs used in the experiment. Twenty7four subjects, different

from those farticipating in the actual experiment, e used for the

lection of nords. Each subject received copies- either the four

experimental or four control stories.
I` I'

Each story was rinted on a

-sgparate sheet of paper, with four slashes (/) inserte into the text.

. The slashes were located at the end of each target and continuation

sentence (two of each per. story). Subjects wereinstructed.to read the

passage up to a delimiting slash, then to write down a set of infer

daces which mightreasonably be drawn from the informatio%in the story
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up to that point. Subjects were not restricted as to the type of in-.
, .

ference was allowable; they were told only to generate statements.

which were likely to be true but which were not explicitly stated in

the story. Subjects were allowed unlAtied time-to produce these in

ferences. When this had been done, the subject continuedAeading the
c ?v. . . %

passage.until.the occurrence of the next slash, and the inferencing

procedure was repeated. In this manner a set of productions was ob-

tained for each target and continuation sentence used in the experiment.

, Since the passages included other information than, the specific target -'

continuation pairs of experimental interest, many of the obtained in-

ferences did not pertain to the inference chain connecting the target

and continuation sentences. What was of interest was .the relative fre-

quency of productions of the specific inferences which were,to be used

subseqUently in the recognition experiment.

When a subject had provided productions for all four stories, he

was given a sheet containing a set of specific inferences about the

stories and instructed torrate the plausibilityofeach-statementwith'

respect to the story in which it occurred. A. (low) to 7 (high) rat-
,

ing scale was used:_ 1 indicated a highly implausible or false state-:.

ment; 7 indicated a very plausible or probably true statement The

items en this rating task were the.set of test inferences used in the

"44

subsequent experiment. It was impoitant to determine that inferences

were theoretically designated as Appropriate, Neutral, or Inap-

propriate.for.Experitental subjects would be correspondingly judged as

high, medium, or low plausible by subjects.

The collected norms are summarized in Table 5. For-each inference

f
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.Production F?\equencies and Plausibility Ratings for the Inferences
Used in Experiment IV

Table 5

133

PRODUCTION FREQUENCY
(Mean Proportionb

CONTROL

After-Target
.

.

After-Continuation

TOTAL-

EXPERIMENTAL

After- Target

After-Continuation
.

TOTAL
.

Inappropriate

INFERENCE TYPE

Neutral Appropriate Mean

.32 .30 .30

.08 .14 .10

.40
,

.44 .40

AV
.33 .34 .3.8

-

.00 .10 .22

.33 .44 .60

PLAUSIBILITY RATINGS
(Mean Rating)

CONTROL. 4.60 '4.87 4.65

EXPERIMENTAL 1.88 5.07 6.59

4

5143,

.31

.1

.42

.35
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°4

type, mean production probabilities and plausibility ratingSwer'e com-

puted across subjects and stoiies.. The "Inappropriate",and "Appropti-
.

..ate" labels of inference. type apply to the Experimental ,subjects, who

received continuation sentences which differentially reinforced these

p, inferences. It was hoped that for control subjects all such inferences

would be rated as "Neutral."

For the production norms, mean production probabilities of infer-

ences designated as Appropriate, Neutral, and Inappropriate are given

for the after-target and after7continuation locations in the passage.

Since-the Control and experimental. stories-diffeied-only.in the contin-

uation sentences, it was expected that production probabilities would

be equivalent for the after-target productions for Control and-ExperiH

mental stories. Furthermore, since appropriateness of the inferences

igas,determined by the continuation sentence, no differenceswere ex-

pected among inference types at the after-target location. These ex-

pectations were confirmed: the-peen produCtion probability of.infer-

ences of experimental.interest at the after - target position in,the sto-

ries was .31 for the Control stories,. and .35 for the Experimental sto-

ries. 'In. addition, there were no differences in these probabilities

across ,inference type, all individual means falling within the range of

.30 to .38.

For the after-continuation productions, it was expected that in-
-

ference type would have an effect in only the Experimental passage, re--

inforcing the Appropriate inference and disconfirming. the Inappropriate

inferences. This prediction was.rfirmed: for the Control stories no

differences in mean productinn:probability'was obtained at the after-

141
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continuation rogation, but a large effect in the expected direction was

obtained for the Experimental stories. Across both story positions,

then, the tre inference types were equally likely to be produced for

the Control stories (.40 vs. .44 vs. .40), while for the experimental

stories inference type prodUced'large differences in production proba-

bility (.33 for Inappropriate, .44 for Neutral, .60 for 'Appropriate).

As expected, the Neutral inierentes were not differentially affected

by passage type (.44 for both Experimental and Control passages).

Singe the plausibility ratings were obtained for the-test infer-
.

-ences after reading of the passages was completed, it was expected that

. .

in the Experimental condition plausibility ratings. would be increased

for the Appropriate inferences relative'to the Control condition aiid

relative to the Neutral inferences in the Experimental condition. Sim-

ilarly, it was expected that the Inappropriate inferences in the Experi-
.

mental condition would receive low plausibility ratings relative to

these same inferences in the Control condition and relative to the Neu-

tral inferences in the Experimental condition. It may be noted from

Table 5 that each of these predictions was confirmed. In the control

condition, there were no differences in the plausibility ratings among

the three inference types. For the experimental passages,the Appro-

priate inferences received the highest plausibility rating (6.59), the

A,

.
Inappropriate inferences the lowest ratings (1.88). The Neutral infer-

ences, with a mean of 5.07, were nearly identical to the same.inferences

/ in the control condition (4.87).
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Design and Procedure

A betWeen-subject design was -used. Subjects were assigned ran-

domly to either the control or eXperimental condition. They weye

tested, in'groups ranging in size from one to four persons.

An incidental learning prodedure was used. Subjects received

copies of the four stories, one per page. They were instructed to read

a story through once at normal reading speed,, then turn die page down

and rate the story on three dimensions: comprehensibility, imagery,

and meaningfulness. Instructions for the ratings were identical to

those used in Experiment III. After the ratings had been completed,

the subject went on to the next.story. The procedure was repeated un-

til all four stories had been read and-rated. A Latin-square design

'was'used,to counterbalance-the presentation order of stories across

subjects.

After all the stories had been read, a recognition memory test'

was given for sentences from,,the story. A separate block of test items

was given for, each story, the same order in which the stories had

been read. The Experimenter read a set of sentences aloud to the sub-

jects. For each sentence, subjects responded "yes" if they thought the

sentence had been explicitly presented in the story, and "no" if they

thought the sentence was not presented-explicitly in'the story but re-,
I

presented instead an inference about the story.' Responses were written'

by subjects on individual response sheets. -The recognition test for

each story contained 12 items:' six true sentences from the story, and

two sets of three "false" items, each set representing the set of in-

ferences for the two target-continuati:on sentence pairS in the story.
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The order of test item presentation was randomly determined for each

experimental' session.

41.

Results

The mean false alarm rates for the various inference types are

summarized in Figure 18. Rentability tests were performed on the ex-

perimen41 effects using an analysis of variance that treated both sub-

jects and inferences as random effects (see Clark, 1973). The overall

hit rates and false alarm rates for the two experimental grodps were

.ecyuivaient. .The: g,ah-ab- iIfty,-. Q f ...cn rAc rste o t 'o -. en.tence from_

one of the stories was .819 for the Control group and .:844 for the

Experimental group. Similarly, the mean probability ofejalse alarm

to an inference not explicitly stated in,thestory was,'.253 for the

Control group. and :347 for the Experimental group. The difference in

false alarms due to treatment group was not significant, min F'(1,62)

= 3.20, .2. > :05.

As predidted, inference type had a marked effect on false alarm

rates. For the Experimental .group, the probability of a false. alarm

was highest for Appropriate inferenCes at .583, .401 for Neutral infer-
.

ences, and lowest for Inappropriate inferences at .057. For the Con-

trol group, felie alarm rates were nearly equal for the three inference

types: .214 for fppropriate, .307 for Neutral, and .224 for Inappro-

priate inferences. Due to the large differences obtained in-the Exf.er-

imental-Condition, the main- effect of inference type was' reliable,

min F'(2,33)'= 9.56,,2 < .01. Aeopredicted, the interaction between

,

treatment group and inference type was highly reliable', min F'(2,56) =
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Inappropriate Neutral

Inference Type

T

Appropriate

#A-

4 .

Figure 28. Mean false alarm rates for the'. inferences in Experiment IV.
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17.83, .2. < .001. ,For the experimental group, NeWman-(euls tests de-

.

. Glared the pair-wise differences Between Appropriate and Neutral-infer-
.

ences 444 between Neutral and Inappropriate inferences to, be signifi-

---cant (g < .01 for both). As expected, the difference i9rfal-se alarm

rates, for Neutral inferences between the Control and Experimental.con-

ditions (.106) di ffer reliably, e(46) = 1.36, P >, .05.

Discussion

The results presented bete suggest that the generation,and storage

of inferences'plays an important role in the comprehension of prose

passages. It has been argued that ?rose comprehension consists not

only of comprehension of individual Sentences, but of the integration

of these sentences into a larger,framework incorporating iMplicit cau-

sal, teMporali and motivational information. The primary function of

the inferential process is to generate from explicitly-given informa-

tion new proAsitions that permit the interrelation of these proposi-,

'ions into a more general.situation or frame. According to the model

proposedhere, the reader takes in a sentence and attempts to inte-

grate it into memory by identifyini the event with a'cur4ently active

frame established previously in -the passage. If there is,no currently

active ot,unfilled frame:, or If the sentence does not.fit'it,

ences are generated backwards .from' the current sentence- in an attempt.!0
to establish a'connection with an earlier situation or event. In ei-

ther case, the sentence is stored in an integrated structure with its

necessary associated inferences..

This itoder leads to important predictions about the comprehension
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of prose passages in an'iexperimental"setting. When a subject reads
. .

-42

prose passage for'comprefiension,The establisbes situational frames or.

contexts as part of the comprehension procels. Their& -framestprovide.

expectations for subsequent.information against which new'incoming

sentences can be matched. When,,an-incoMing.sentence is predicted'by
,..

.br consistent with a current, context, the -comprehension of the :Sentence
-. .,

should occur rapidly since, it can be directly incorporated intd-the'

.current context. When no currently active frame is available to-aid
. ^

comprehension, the subject must initiate badkWard inferences tip a pre:.

viO frome or context, which should beamore,time-consuming. process.

Ha1lana\.and Clark (1974) obtained this result, using comprehension

latencies. for sentences. They LOund.that'preceding a target sentehce

with a sentence which explicitly :Stated the assumed or "given" informa-

tion in the target sentence speeded comprehension time of the target
,

sentencercilative t'oa priming sentence T4hich 'supplied more,vaghe'and

general context information. . :...

.

This view of.comprehension as ,a process o integrating new sen- ,

tences with-antecedent information in e;ftra-sentential.organizationel

structures is somewhat different from that taken In theUplementation

of many recent network models Of memory (e.g., Rumelhart, Lindley, &

Norman,-,A.972;,Anderson & Bower, 1973). In these models each sentence'

is treated more or le4s as an independent event, and the integration

of new information with,old occurs only to establish referential links

between individual concepts and previously-occurring appearances of
:c

the same concepts.-

. ,

tion from incjg
,

1
In contrast, the Viewjaken here'lL) that informa-

1

Propositions is clustered together in orgehizatioal

,

4
i3)C.) t.)

a

.1

;
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frames and situational contexts, integrated by plausible inferences

that give the text coherence and continuity. What is stored in memory,

P.
then, is a structure encoding the situation described by b. series of

related propositions and their rbquisite ilierencesc Within such an

organtzing,frame the inferences generated in the integration process

may become indistinguishable ftom those propositions that were expli-

citly stated. Several teseaicheirs have demonstrated that, for certain-

inference types, this integration 'process leads to recognition confu-

sions between-whatwis stated and what was inferred. Bransford and

.

Franks (1971)' presented subjects with a number, of sentences derived

from sets ng four propositions (for examp14, Themrotk rolled down the

mountain; The but was tiny; The rock crushed ihe hut; and Thehut was

at the edge of the woods). 'The presented, sentences contained from one

to three (but never fourf?of these sentences in various Ibinations.

0n a later recognition task subjects-claimed with high 'confidence that

the sentence containing all four-propositions. Mir example,'The rock

which rolled down the mountain crushed the tiny but at the,edge of the

woods), had been originally Presented.' In' establishing ,referential coh-

nections between the same concepts 'ppearing in different se tences

(i.e., the rock and the hut), sub-' cts integrated the information to-

gether in a structure which encoded the entire situation 'but whilh

f'

failed td- differentiate among the originally presenbed sentences. Sal-
k

ilarly, Bransford, Barclay, and Franks (1972) found that vhisA3rocess

of situational integration led to recognition confusions'in subjects'

memory for previously-presented spatial .relations.

The results obtained in Experiment TV extend and generalize these

5.1
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earlier results in several important ways. The target-continu ion sen-

tence pairs that focused on, the inferences of interest were e bedded in

coherent narrative passages. Subjects read the passqges for comprehen-

sion and were not aware that a recognition test would be administered

later. The use of this procedure and material set represented an at-

.......--/

tem t to duplicate the processing enviro t in which people normally

r ad, comprehend, and integrate information. The results' reported here
...

argue that the obtained recognition confusions are a direct reflection
4

of this. integration proCe8-8 and not an- artifact of th experimental

procedure.

0

Since simple narrative stories were used ass stimulus materials in

this experiment., subjects! story comprehension depended 'on the genera-

tion of numerous inferences of varioUd types. The few of these infer-

)ences tested in Experiment I were controlled for production frequency

and plausibility. These measures were assumed to reflect a baseline

probability of the inclusion of these inferences in the situational re-

presentation of the stories-a,' In the experimental condition, the compre-

hension of the continuation sentences forced utilization of selected in-
r.

ferences'in'forming a bridging structure to previous information. The

prediction that this priming or reinforcing process should result in an

increase in false recognition. rates for these inferences was confirmed

by the data. ,Thi8 priming procedure was useful in that it could be

used to selectively boost the salience and appropriateness of particu-
,,

lar inferences 'while leaving'others-unaffected. The use of this Proce-

\
-dure enjoys -the advantages over earlier studies of not,beiNg confined

to the testing of recognition' confusions for inferences of any

152.
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particular type. Instead, inferences of any type may be tested as.

long as a baseline measure of their illausdbility,in the experimental

context can be ascertained and controlled. In the present experiment

inferences of several types were tested, including verb presupposition

and implication (see Just & Clark;.19,73), inferred result, inferred

instrument, inferred antecedent condition,* and inferences based on

world knowledge. The pattern of results reported here seems to imply

that inference type is an unimportant variable in predicting false

alarm rates; rather, recognition confuSions depend on the integrating

ability of the individual inference for a, required comprehension con-

.text.

cl
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APPENDIX I

Passages Used in Experiment I

a. STORY

b. NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME

c. NARRATIVE-NO THEME
.

d . RANDOM
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The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

STORY

153

(1) There was...once an ,old farmer (2) who owned a very stubborn
o 0

donkey. ,(3) One evenin the farmer was tryingto put his donkeyjnto

'.its shed. (4) First, t1 farier.pulled the donkey, (5) but the don-

-key wouldn't4nove. (6) Then the farmer pushed,tlievdonkey, (7)-but

still the donkey wduldn't move. (8). Finally, the farmer asked his

dog
)
(9) to bark loudly* the_ donkey (10) and' thereby frighten him

into the shed.- (11) But'the dog refused. (12) So then, the farmer

asked his rat (13) to scratch the dog (14) so the dog would bark

loudly (15) and thereby frig4Ogh the donkey into the shed. (16) But

the cat replied, "I would gladly Scratch.the dog (17) if,orily you

Would get mesome milk." (18) So the farmer went to his cow (19) and

asked for some milk (20) to, give to the cat. (21) But the cow re-

plied, (22) "I would 'gladly give you some milk (23)'if'only you would.

give,me some-hay."' (24) Thu;, thesfat3erWent to the Haystack (25) and

got some hay. (26) As soon as he ,gave the hay to the, cow, (27) the

cow gave the farmer some milk. (28) Then the farmer went to the cat

(29) and dave the milk to the cat., (30) As soon as thecatgot'the

milk, (31) i 'began to scratch the dog. (32) As soon as the cat

scratched the dog, (33) the dog began to bark loudly. (34) The bark-

) . .

ing so frightened the donkey (35) that it jumped immediately into

its shed.

'10
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APPENDIX lb>
The Old Farmer and HiscStubborn'Anithals

NAI.RATIVE -AFTER THEME

>.

There was'once.an old farmer who owned some very stubborn animals.
.

... ,
. ,

t
One evening the farther was. taking a walki when he saw. his donkey. The

.., .

'

134 '

4

farmer pulled the'donkey, 'but,the donkey 4dn't move. Then he pushed

the donkey, b ut still the donkey.didn't move. Then the farmer. went to
"1 ,

vr 4,

..,

,his'cowian4 asked `for some milk, But the cow.replied,="1 Would rather
r

i
have you giVe me some hay to eat." Then the farmer saw his dog, and

I

he asked him too bark loudly., But the dog refused: Then the farmer

went to the haystac nd got some hay. When'he gave the hay "oefti*cow,
, . ,s,

. ''
the cow gave the farmer some milk. Then the farmerasked his cat, to

._ ,.

scratch the dog. But the cat replied, .",1 am thirsty and would be happy

if you would get me some" milk." the farmer gave his milk to the ,cat.
.

As soon as. the c4 got the milk it began to scratch the dog. As soon

as the cat scratched the dog, the dog began to bark loudly. The bark!-

fng so frightened the'
)
donkey the't it.jumped immediatelY:into'iis shed,

whiCh'is precisely_what the fanner had been trying to get the donkey

to do from the .beginning.

1.
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APPENDIX Ic

The Old Farmer-and His. Stubborn Animals

NARRATIVE-NO THEME

There was once an old farmer who owned some very stubborn animals.

One evening the farmer was taking a walk, when he saw his donkey. The

farmer pulled theidonkey, but the donkey didn't move.. Then he pushed

the donkey, but still the donkey didn't move.. Then the farmer went to

his .cow and asked for some milk. But the cow replied, "I would rather

have you give me some hay to eat." Then the farmer saw his dog, And he

asked him to bark loudly. But the dog refused. Then the farmer went to

the haystack and got some hay. When he gave tie hay to the cow, the

cow gave the farmer some milk. Then the farmer asked his cat to scratch

the dog. But the cat replied, "I am thirsty and would be happy if ybu

would get me some milk." So the farmer gave'his milk to the, cafe As

soon as the cat got-the milk, it began to scratch the dog. As soon as

the cat scratched the dog, the dog began to bark loudly. The barking

so frightened the donkey that it jumped immediately into its shed; which

the farmer had built at the time he had purchased the donkey.
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APPENDIX Id

The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

RANDOM

Thus, the farmer went to the haystack and got some hay. First, the

farmer pulled the donkey, but the donkey wOu move. As soon as the

t -

cat got the milk it began to scratch the do . The barking so frightened

the donkey that it jumped immediately into is shed. One evening the

farmer was trying to put his donkey into its shed. But the cow replied,

'"I would gladly give you somce milk if only you would give me some hay."

Finally, the farmer asked his dog to bark loudly at the donkey and

thereby frighten him into the shed. There was once an old farmer w
A

owned a very stubborn donkey. As soon as he gave the hay to the cow,

the cow gave the farmer some milk. As soon as the cat scratched the

dog,' the dog began to Sark loudly. But the dug refused. But the cat

replied, "I would gladly scratch the dog if only yo would get me some

milk." Then the farmer pushed the donkey, but sti 1 the donkey wouldn't

move. Then the farmer went to the cat and gave the milk to the cat.

So then, the farmer asked his cat to scratch the/dog so the'7.44-would

bark loudly and thereby frightenthe donkey'into the shec So the

.farmer went to his cow and asked for some-Milk to give to the cat.
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APPENDIX II

Passages Used in Experiment II

Old Farmer: DESCRIPTION-NORMAL

b. Old Farmer? STORY-RANDOM

c. OldFarmer: NARRATIVE -AFTER COAL-RANDOM

"d. .9id Farmer: NARRATIVE -NO THEME-RANDOM

e. Old Farmer: DESCRIPTION-RANDOM

g.

Circle Island: STORY- NORMAL

Circle Island: ARRATIVE-AFTER THEME - NORMAL

h. Circle, Island: NARRATIVE-NO THEME-NORMAL

i. Circle Island: DESCRIPTION-NORMAL.

j. Circle Island: STORY-RANDOM

k. Circle Island: NARRATIVE-AFTER THEME-RANDOM

1. Circle Island: NARRATIVE-NO THEME-RANDOM

o m. Circle ]stand: DESCRIPTION-RANDOM
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APPENDIX Iia

. The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

DESCRWTION-NORMAL

There was once an old farmer who owned some very stubborn animals.

In the evenings the farmer would often take walks and watch the activi-
.

ties' of his animalt. His donkey stood in the barnyard; grazing on some

grass. The donkey showed no interestin returning to its shed, where
4

it'ljsually spent the nights. The farmer had built the shed at the time

he had purchased the donkey. Neither pushing nor pulling the donkey

would coax himlinto the shed. The farmer's cow,wanted its hay. The

supply of hay was at the nearby hays'tack. The farmer would go there

daily to get the hay to give to his cow. The pail of milk the cow pro-
.

vided for thefarnier was sitting neliby. ach day the farmer went to

his cm-to collect the milk. The cacti never gave milk until it got its

hay. The farmer's cat was scratching the dog. The farmer saw his dog,

which was barking loudly. The 'barking of the dog.yee frightening the

donkey, and it was jumping into its shed. The farmer wanted his cat to

scratch the dog. The cat was thirsty and wanted to get some milk from

the fernier. It began drinking the milk left for the farmer by the cow.
1
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The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

STORY-RANDOM

,
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Thus, the farmer went to the haystack and 'got- some hay. First, the

farmer pulled the donkey, but the donkey wouldn't move., As soon as the

cat got the milk, it began to scratch the dog. The barking so frightened',

. the donkey that it jumped.immediately into its shed. ,One evening the

farmer was trying to put ht donkey into its shed. But the cow replied,

"I would gladly give you some milk if only yamvoutd-tiv-e- me some hay."

Finally, the farmer asked his dog to bark loudly at the donkey and

thereby frighten him into the shed. There was once an old farmer Who

owned a very stubborn donkey. As soon as he gave the hay to the cow,

E's

the cow gave the narmer some milk. As soon as the cat scratched the

dog, the dog began to bark loudly. But the dog refused., But.the cab,.

replied, "I would gladly scratch the dog if only you would get me.sdme

milk." Then the farmer.pushed the donkdy, but still the donkey wouldn't

move. Then the farmer went'. to the cat and gave the milk to the cat..

So then, the farmer asked hia,cat to scratch the dolg so the dog would

bark loudly and thereby frighten the donkey into the shed., So the

'went to his cow and asked.for some milk 4 give to the cat.
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The Olvd Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

NAREATIVE -AFTER .THEME - RANDOM

,
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Then the farmer asked his cat to scratch the dog. Then he pushed

the donkey, but still the donkey didn't move. As soon as the cat got

the milk it bdgan to scratch the dog. The farmer pulled the donkey,
o

but the donkey didn't move. ,Then the farmer went to the haystack and

got some hay. Then the farmer4saw his dog, and he asked him to bark

loudly. One; evening tge farmer was taking a walk, when he saw his don-

key. But the.cat replied, "1 am thirsty'and would be happy if you would

get me some milk." Then the farmer went to his cow and asked for some

milk. The barking so frightened the donkey that it jumped'immediateli

into its shed, which is precisely what the farmer'had been trying to get

the donkey to do,from,the beginning. There was once an old farmer who

owned some very stubborn animal's. 'But the Cow replied, "I would rather

have you give me some hay to eat." As soon as the cat scratched the

dog, the dog began. to bark loudly,. When he gave the hay to the cow,

the cmegave.....the,farmer'some milk. But the dog refused. So 'the farmer

",

gave his riailk to the cat.

17a
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The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

NARRATIVE -NO THEME-RANDOM"
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Then the farmer asked, his cat to scratch the dog. Then he pushed

, . .

the donkey, but still the donkey didn't re. As soon as the cat got:-.
0 . .

the milk it began to scratch the aog. The farmer pulled the donkey,

but the donkey didn't move.. then the farmer went to ehe haystack and

got sane hay. Then the farmer saw his dog, and he asked him to.bark

loudly. One evening the farmer was taking a..walk, when he saw his don-,

key. But the cat replied; "I am thirsty and would be happy if you would

get me some milk." Then the farmer went.'to his cow and a§ked for some

milk. 'The barking so frightened the donkey that,it jumped immediately
.

into its shed, which the farmer hAd built at the time he had-purchased

the donkey.. There was once an oldfarmer who owned some very stubborn

animals. But the cow plied, "I would rather have you give me some

hay to eat." As soon as the cat scratched the dog, the dog.began to
A

bark loudly. When he gave the hay to the cow,. the co.0 gage `the farmer

'some milk.. But the dog refused. So the farmer gave his milk to the

cat.

I
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The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Anims

DESCRIPTIONTRANDOM
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His donkey stood in the barnyard, grazing on some grass. The

farmer would go to the haystack daily to get the hay to give to his-cow.

The farmer wanted his cat to scratch the dog. The donkey showed no in-

terest in returning to its shed, where it usually Spent the'nights. The

barking of the.dOg was frightening the donkey, and it was .jumping into

its shed. The pail of milk the caw provided for the farmer was sitting
,

nearby. the evenings the farmer would often take walks, and watch

the acitivites of his animals. The cat was thirsty and wanted to. get

some milk from the farmer. The farmer's caw wanted its hay. The farmer

saw his,dog, which was. barking loudly.' The supply of hay was at the

nearby haystack; The'cow never gave milk until it got its hay. There

was once an old farmer who owned some very stubborn animals. The cat

began drinking the milk left for the carmer by the caw. Neither pushing

nor pulling the donkey would coax him into. the shed. lryw.farmer had

built the shed at the time he had purchased the donkey. EacH.dity the

farmer went to his 4to collect the milk. The farmer's cat was

scratching the dog.

172 a
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Circle Island'

STORY-NORMAL',
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(1) Circle Island is located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean,

(2) north of Ronald Island, .(3) The main- occupations on the island are
.

farming and ranching. (4) Circle Island has good soil, (5) but few

rivers and (6) hence a shortage of water., (7) The island is run demo-
.

cratically. (8) All issues are decided by a majority vote of the is-

lenders. (9) The governing body is a senate, (10) whose job is to

carry out the will of.the majority. (11) Recently, an island scientist

discovered a cheap method (12) of converting salt water into fresh

mater. 13) As.a result, the island farmers wanted (14) .to build a

-canal 'a ross.the island, (15) so that they coulduse water from the

canal (16) to cultivate the island's central region. (17) Therefore,

.

the,farmers formed .a pro-canal association (18). and persuaded q.a..few

sentors (19) to join. (20)-The pro-canal association brought the con-

!

.stru,ctiOn idea to a vote. (21) All the islanders voted. (22)'The 4

m4jority voted in favor of.constructiOn. (23) The senate, however,

decided that (24) the. farmers' proposed .canal was ecologically unsound.

(25) The senators agreed (26) to build a smaller canal (27) that,was

2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. (28). After starting construction on the

smaller canal, (29) the islanders discovered that (30) no water would

flow into it. (31) Thus the project was abandoned. (32) The farmer's

L.

were angry (33) because of the failure of the canal project. (34),
/

Civil War appeared inevitable.
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APPENDIX IIg

Circle Island

NARRATIVE -AFTER THEME-NORMAL

Circle Island is located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, north

of Ronald Island. The main occupations on the island are farming and

ranching. Circle-Island has good soil, but few rivers and hence a-

shortage of wildlife. The island is run democraqiCally. All issues

are decided by a majority vote of the islanders. The governing body is

a senate, whose job is to carry out the will of the majority. Recently,

an island scientist discovered a cheap method of converting salt rater

into frdsh water. The island farmers formed a co-operative association

and persuaded a few senators -to join. The co-operative associatiod

brought their issues to a vote. All the islanders voted. The majority

voted in favor of the association. The senators began to build a small

.canal that was .2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. After starting construction

on the small canal, the islanders discovered that no water would flow .

into it. The project was abandoned. Civil War appeared inevitable.,

ft.

The farmers were angry because of the failure of the canal project. The

island farmers had wanted to build a canal across the island, so that

they could use-water from the canal to cultivate the island's central

region.. However, the senate had decided that the farmers' proposed
.

canal was ecologically unsound.
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APPENDIX IIh.

Circle Island

NARRATIVE-NO THEME-NORMAL

Circle Island is located in the.Middle of the Atlantic Ocean, corth'

of Ronald Island. The main occupations on the island are-farming and

ranching. Circle Island has good soil, but few rivers and hence a

shortage of wildlife. The island is run democratically. All issues

afe decided by a majority vote of the islanders. The governing body is

a senate, whose job\ is to carry out the will of the majority.' Recently,

an island scientist discovered a cheap method of converting salt water

into fresh water. island farmers formed a co-operative association

and persuaded a few senators to join. The co-operative association,

brought their issues to a vote.. All.the islanders voted. The majority

voted in favor of the association. The senators began to build a small

canal that was 2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. After starting construc-

tion on the small canal, the islanders discovered that no water would

flow into it. The project was abandoned: Civil.War appeared inevit-

able. The farmers were angry because of the failure, of the canal pro-

ject. The island-farmers decided to build a colony for themselves, so

they migrated inland from their homes to inhabit. the island's central

region." However, the senate decided the farmers' proposed move was

.ecologically
9
unsound.
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Circle Island

DESCRIPTION -- NORMAL -.

Circle Island is located in the pj,ddle of the Atftetic Ocean, north

of RonaldeIsland The main occupatiolns on the island are farming and

ranching. Circle Island has good soil, but few rivers and hence a

shortage of wildlife. The .island is run democratically. All issues

are decided by a majority vote of the islanders. The governing body is

f a senate, whose JOT:, is to carry out the will of the majority. Salt

water is converted to fresh water by a cheap method discovered by an

;island scientist. The island farmers favor building canals across the

island Water from the rivers is used to cultivate the island's den-

tral region, A co-o rative association formed by the farmers has per-:

suaded aieW senators to join. The co-operative association issues are

Periodically brought tO-.a. vote. All. the islanders vote. The majOrity

favor the association. The senate is responsible for the construction

f asmall canal that is 2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. The project was

abandoned shortly after construction started on the smell canal. The

islanders'discovered that no. -water would flow into it., Civil War ap-

pears inevitable. The farthers are angry because of the failure of the

canal project. The senate believes that the farmers' - proposed. canal is

ecologically unsound.
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Circle Islan&.

STORY-RANDOM
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The pro-canal association broug4 the construction idea to a vote.

The governing body is a senate, whose job is taearry out the will of

the majority. Thus the project was abandoned. The island is run demo-
6

cratically. .All the islanders voted. The farmers were angry because

of the failure of the canal project Recently, an island scientist

.
discovered a the method of converting salt wate;Into.freSh water.

Circle Islands 1ocated,in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean, no th of

Rpnald Island. All issues are decided by jority vote of the'is-

-landers. The majorIty voted in favor ,of construction. Civil War ap-

.4
peared inevitable. The main occupations On.the island are farming and

ranching. The enators,agreed to build a smaller canal that wai2 feet

wide and 1 foot deep. .The senate, however, decided that the farmers'

proposed canal was ecologically unsound: As a result, the island

farmers wanted to build a canal across the island, so*, that they could

Use water from the canal to cultivate the island's central region.

Circle Island has good soil, but few rivers and.hence a shortage of

water. After starting construction on the smaller 'canal, the islanders

discovered that no water would flow-into it. Therefore, the farmers

formed a pro7-canal association and persuaded a few senators'

. 177
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'.Circle Island

-NARRATIVE-AFTiii. THEME- RANDOM

All issueske decided by a majority vote .o-f the Islanders. How'--

.

ever, the senate had decidedothat the, farmerei,proposed canal was eco-
.

'
, .

logically. unsoUnd. The island is run democratically. All the islanders

voted. The governing body is a senate, whose job is to carry out tie

will of the majoiity. ',The farmers were angry because of the failure of.

the canal project.,Circle Island:has-good soil, but few rivers and

4.+

hence a shortage of, wildlife. The majority voted.in'faVor of the

association. The island farmers had wanted to build a canal across the

tsland; so that they could usewateF from'the canal to cultivate the
J

island's central regi n. Recently, an island scientist-discovered a
. ,

cheap meillod of conver nt salt water into fresh water:: CircleIslan

!)

is.located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean,, north of Ronald Island.

Thesenators began to build a small canal that,was'2 feet wide and 1
.

foot deep. The 'island farmernformed a C4ibperative association and

persuaded a few senators to join. The project was abandoned. The main

occupations on the islah4-'-4e farndng and ranching. After starting'

construction on the small canal, the islanders discdvered that no water

would flow into it. The co-operative association brought their issues

to a vote* Civil War appearedinevitable.

A
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Circle Island

NARRATIVE-NO THEME-RANDOM

All issues-are decided by a majority vote of the islanders. How-

.

ever, the senate had decided that the farmers' proposed move was eco-

logically unsound. The island is run democratically.. All the islanders

voted. The governing body is a senate, whose job is to carry out the

will of the majority. The farmers were angry because of the failure of

-the.canal project. Circle Island has good. soil, but few rivers and

hence a shortage of wildlife.( The majority voted in favor of the associ-

ation: The island farmers decided to build a colony for themselves, so

they migrated inland from their homes to inhabit the island's central

region. Recently; an island scientist discovered a cheap method of con-
.

verting salt water into fresh water. Circle Island is located in the

middle of the Atlantic Ocean, north of Ronald Island. The senators be-

an.to build a small canal that was 2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. The
4

risland'farmers formed a co-operative association and persuaded a few

senators to join; The project was abandoned40, The main occupations on

the island'are farming and ranc ng. After starting construction on

the small canal, the islanders discovered that notate/- would flow into

it: The co-operative association brought their issuesrto a vote. Civil

War appeared inevitable.

179
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Circle Island

DESCRIPTION-RANDOM

The senate is responsible fOr the construction Of a small canal

that is 2 feet wide and 1 foot deep. pircle Island is located in the

middle of the Atlantic Ocean, north of Ronald Island. The governing

body is a senate, whose job is to carry out the will of the majority.

A co-operative association formed.by the farmers has persdadAi a few

senators to join. The islanders discovered that no water would flow
g

into it. The island is run democratically. Salt water is converted

to fresh water by-a cheap method discovered by an island scientist.

Civil War appears inevitable. The co-operative association issues are

( periodically brought to a vote. The farmers are angry because of bhe

failure of the canal project. The majority favor the association.

'Water from the rivers is used to cultivate the island's central region.

Th. senate believes that the farmers' proposed canal is ecologically

unsound. The island farmers favor building canals across the island:

Circle Island has good soil, but few rivers and hende a shortage of

wildlife. All issues are decided by a majority vote of the islanders.

'The main occupations on the island are farming and ranc:iing. The pro-

ject T..;as-..a.kandoned shortly after construction started on the small

canal. .
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APPENDIX III

Passages Used in Experiment III

a.

b.

C. SPCC
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.APPENDIX IIIa

The Old Farmer and His Stubborn Animals

SCCF

Large dairy farms are Aocated throughout Fleetwood County. 'Un-

fortunately, all thefarmers in the county are very poor, so their farms

are small and usually in great 'need of repair. One old farmer awned

several animals who all lived together in a communal barn. The old

.

fi*Irmer cared for his animals and always.trted to make their lives on the

ifm enjoyable. The animals organized themselves into a xoting
r ,

curacy, and resolved barnyard issues by a majority vote. One day,ehe

.farmer'S cow discovered a bag of gold coins hidden beneath a clover

patch. Sol some o f the animals decided among themselves that they

wanted to build.a new barn, since the old one was nearly useless. . So,

these animals formed a planning committee and persuaded some other

animals that the money should be spent to rebuild. Ax.e.E.erendum was

held'on the issue, , and all of the animals voted. All of the animals

voted favor of the new barn. The farmer decided that the taxes on'

a tun./ barn would be too high. The farmer agreed instead to make im-

provemens'to the.old barn: After remodeling of the old barn was

completed, a fire destroyed the entire barn. T f armgr would not
,

s]
rebuild again, and the animals were left hpme1pss: Tehe animals'were

angry because the farmer was such a miser. In retaliation,.they burned

down hi4 house.

:
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APPENDIX IIIb

Circle Island

S C
C C

Circle Island is located in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean,

north of Ronald Island. The main political factions on the island are

the Populists and the Federalists. Circle Island has good soil, but

few rivers and hence a shortage of water. The island is run democrat-
,

ically. All issues are decided by.e majority vote of the islanders.

The governing body is a senate, whose. ,lob is to tarry out the will of

the majority. Recently, an island scientist discovered a cheap methods

of converting salt water into fresh wat6. As a result, the Populists
t

wanted to build a canal across the island,' so, they could use water from

the canal to cultivate the island s central region. Therefore, the

Populists formed a pro-canal association and persuaded a few senators

The.pro-canal asspciat an brought the construction idea to a
4 .

s"

All the islanders voted. ,The majority voted in favor, of con-

to join:

vote.

.1
ntruction. The senate, however, decided that the Populists proposed

canal was ecologically unsound. The senators agreed; o build a smaller

canal that wall 1 feet wide

tion on ,the smaller canal;

and 1 foot deep. After starting constrdc-

the islAnders discovered that no water would

flow into it. nips the project was abandoned. 'The Populists were an-
,

gry because of the failUre of the canal project. Civil:War appeared

inevitable.

tl
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APPERIX I Tic

Circle Island

SFCC
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Circle Island is governed by a constitutional democracy. The two

major political parties are the Populists and the kleralists. Last

spring the Federalists promoted a senate bill for the installation of an

island-wide communications network to be used in weather prediction.

The Federalists petitioned the senate, but the senate wouldnot pass the
.

. .!,

bill. So the Federalists asked the:Populists to join forces in support

of the bill and thereby pressure the senate into action. The Populists,
,, ..

L

however, declined the proposal. Then the Federalists asked the island's

.independent weathermen's union to announce supportof the bill so'that

Populists would join the Federalis,' fight and, thereby win pagsage of

the bill in the senate. The union.agreed to support the FederaliSts

only if the usefulness of the project could be demonstrated to them.

the Federalists made a plea to a prominent scientist to testify to the

technical advantages of the cammunicatiannork. But the scientist

decline testify until, research on the signal transmission properties

of the system could be conducted. Thus the Federalists funded scienti-

fic research which resulted in proof of the efficiency of the system.

As soon as the results were released? the scientist agreed to testify.

The scientist testified before the Oion-in support of the installation

prOject. ,The.union was -thus convinced and publicly announced their back-

ing of the Federalists. As a result of the union's announced support

for the plan, the Populietd joined the Federalists to fight for passage

' 4 4

of the Bill. The support for the bill was so overwhelming-that the

senate immediately passed it and signedit into law.
.
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